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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This deliverable is part of the ‘Stretch-Out Phase’ of the ILUCIDARE project aimed at growing the 
network by fostering co-creation among the consortium, Advisory Board and stakeholders to increase 
impact of, and advance understanding of heritage-led innovations and diplomacy. To achieve that two 
sets of Focus Group Interviews and Co-Creation Ateliers were organised with regional and national 
experts: one set in Kraków, Poland (June 10-11, 2019) with experts from Central and South-East Europe, 
and one set in Brussels, Belgium (November 19, 2019) with experts from West, North and South Europe. 
Both session were planned according to the co-creation principles – that is the belief that active 
participation of the target groups will positively influence the outcomes of the project thanks to a 
synergy effect of various expertise provided by the participants and triggering reserves of their tacit 
and latent knowledge.  

Consequently all events where composed of interactive co-creation activities that used a combined 
selection of different approaches and techniques including presentations, moderated discussions, 
group and individual brainstorming, individual work with handouts, workshop exercises using user 
mapping techniques, empathy map tool, an experience mapping, a problem-solution matrix and an 
Innovatrix. As a result, the organisers where able to retrieve valuable information in a form of feedback 
and specific insights. The information will be used in the forthcoming phases of the project – especially 
for the creation of the ILUCIDARE final products in Work Package 5 (WP5), whose main aim is to 
promote the development of heritage-led innovation as well as heritage inspired diplomacy projects. 

In particular, the overall aim of the Krakow meeting, organised by the ICC was to use the opportunity 
to collect feedback on the first stage of project (theoretical background and case studies in the field of 
heritage-led innovation and heritage-diplomacy) from the outside experts and to broaden the 
consortium knowledge of interesting case studies and good practices that link together heritage and 
innovation and heritage and diplomacy, as well as open a discussion on the next phase of the project 
(putting collected knowledge into user friendly publications - handbook and toolbox) that included 
identification of both relevant stakeholders - potential users of the publications - and formats and tools 
that should be integrated in their design. The intention of the event was to bridge both (informal) stages 
of the project and foster dialogue between the project consortium members, its Advisory Board and 
local experts in heritage, innovation and diplomacy. 

Figure 1. Overview of main aims and outcomes of the Krakow meeting (June 10-11, 2019).  

Focus Group in Krakow (4h) 
Main aims Main outcomes 

 Gather the feedback on the definitions 
of “heritage-led innovations” and 
“heritage diplomacy”. The definitions 
were developed by the researchers and 
analysts working in the ILUCIDARE 
projects. 

 Broaden the catalogue of cases were 
heritage-led innovations have been 
successfully implemented and heritage 
diplomacy has been run in innovative 
ways. 

 Collect and discuss experts’ opinions on 
what trends one can currently observe 
within the field of heritage when it 
comes to innovations and diplomacy. 

 Gather and discuss experts’ opinions on 
what impact the occurrences within the 
mentioned fields may have on heritage 
– but also on other domains of human 

 Much discussion on the proposed definitions, especially on the 
heritage-led diplomacy which by many was seen as a field 
pertaining solely to governments. The conclusion: even in the 
heritage field the notion of innovation as well diplomacy is 
relatively new and requires broad dissemination and promotion 
effort so that the potential of heritage in both these areas is 
used adequately 

 On of the interesting discussion topics based on the remark 
that innovation does not only happen on a so-called free 
market. The conclusion: while it is important to focus on 
market based business models and methods, it is as important 
to search for more bottom-up social structures that support 
the rise of innovation, as well as governance schemes. 

 An inherent tension between innovations and heritage was 
pointed out. The conclusion: there is a problem “how to bring 
positive (and to some extent disruptive) change through 
preservation of old buildings, practices, habits and norms?”. 
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activity (such as politics, economy, 
sphere of social relations, technology, 
law and natural environment). 

 Gather and discuss experts’ opinions on 
how to evaluate specific initiatives 
when it comes to heritage-led 
innovations and heritage diplomacy – 
what indicators and measures to use. 

 

 Solutions to the tensions were presented in the form of real-
world projects and products. Example: MEMOLA 
(Mediterranean Mountainous Landscapes) project.  

 Proper environment for successful projects:  includes 
improving social relations, promoting inclusion of previously 
excluded groups and individuals.  

 A success of a project is determined by positive economic and 
financial outcomes and its sustainability and scalability. 

Co-Creation Atelier in Krakow  
(four parallel working groups + plenary: 3 h) 

Main aims Main outcomes 
Using the expertise of the experts 
gathered in the room to discuss and in the 
end map both, relevant stakeholders - 
potential users of the handbooks and to 
list formats and tools that should be 
integrated in their design. 

Various groups of stakeholders with various needs and 
communication specificities were identified and mapped, mainly: 

 local authority representative (innovation), 
 GLAM expert/curator (innovation), 
 entrepreneur (innovation), 
 expert from an NGO active in CH (diplomacy), 
 diplomat (diplomacy). 

A co-created suggestions on the desired elements of the future 
handbook include: 

 a right balance between theoretic approach and pragmatic 
knowledge, 

 examples of case studies, practical knowledge sharing 
(testimonials, interviews), visual materials (storyboards, 
flowcharts) making the understanding easier, 

 attractive form for both experienced users (dig deeper, learn 
more option, layers of knowledge) as well as not experienced 
professionals (starter’s kit) 

 availability in both digitally and in a paper/analogue versions 
making the use as practical and inviting as possible; 

 a part dedicated to users and their needs, communication, 
workflows, especially focusing on (international- for 
diplomacy) collaboration between various sectors; 

 the layout and the general presentation form is crucial for 
the successful reception of the resources hence they should 
be created in close collaboration with a UX expert and a 
graphic designer. 

 

The event in Brussels was composed of two Focus Groups and eight Co-Creation Ateliers organised by 
ILUCIDARE partners KUL, IMEC (SMIT - Studies in Media, Innovation & Technology and imec.livinglabs) 
and KEA. The overall aim of the meeting was to further develop and co-create the knowledge on 
heritage-led innovation and how it can contribute to better international relations. Moreover, the 
intention was to strengthen the cooperation with other relevant H2020 project to ensure that the 
outputs of these events for the heritage-led diplomacy pillar were sufficiently embedded in ongoing 
research efforts.  

Figure 2. Overview of main aims and outcomes of the Brussels meeting (November 19, 2019). 

2 Focus Groups in Brussels (3h 30 min each) 
Main aims and questions Main outcomes 

 How can we ensure that more 
heritage-led innovations link more 
with ecological innovations? 

1\ Heritage-led innovation 

Next to the main outcomes on legal environment (risk & 
opportunity), cooperation mechanisms, evidencing impact (short 
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 How can we ensure that more 
heritage-led innovations focus on 
business models and commodities? 

 Strengthening the interdisciplinary 
approach to heritage-led 
innovations by covering more than 
one category: Political, Economic, 
Socio-cultural, Technological, Legal, 
Environmental  

 Cross-fertilisation of social, political 
and cultural flows for heritage-led 
international relations 

and long-term) and the importance of identifying end-users, the 
participants stressed: 

 We have to work with different fields to find common 
problems and common solutions – Interdisciplinary: how 
we have to find relationships to solve our problems 

 The matrix applied in the Focus Group is a very useful tool: 
it is interesting to see many of my ideas reorganised, it 
helps to organise my head. Every idea has many views. 

 The Focus group was a great experience to sit with so 
many experts in the field and to hear these common 
problems: questioning big problems in heritage even in a 
small company works! 

Heritage-led international relations and cross-synergies 

Next to the main outcomes on Enablers (basis / environment / 
triggers, principles of action, means of action) and Barriers 
(conceptual / intangible barriers, stakeholders, operational 
barriers) the participants stressed: 

 This Focus Group helped to see that participants are not 
the only ones experiencing these barriers 

 This Focus Group is a successful format, everyone 
participated instead of one-way communication. Helpful 
to downscale international relations to a participatory 
level 

 This Focus Group was helpful to think about international 
relations as a methodology – applicable at local, national 
and international levels 

8 Co-Creation Atelier in Brussels (1h 30 min each) 
(Four parallel sessions, which each run 2 times) 

Main aims Main outcomes 

 Aggregate mechanisms of success 
and barriers in the heritage-led 
innovations projects 

 Aggregate mechanisms to 
operationalise and upscale heritage-
led innovations in other locations 

 How can we ensure that heritage-led 
international relation building 
initiatives (e.g. capacity-building) 
are centred on the heritage, 
resources and needs of local 
communities? 

 What are the most effective 
strategies of ensuring the long-term 
sustainability of heritage-led 
international relation building 
initiatives? (cross-fertilisation, 
flows, etc.) 

 Stimulate cross synergy between 
international organisations and EU 
policy and how to integrate EU 
policy and international 
organizations (e.g. the UN) 

1\ Heritage-led innovation - cultural and creative industries  

Next to experience maps which codify satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction in heritage-led innovation initiatives, the 
participants found that: 

 It is difficult to bring innovation and heritage together, it 
entails a very difficult area of investigation (processes, 
products…) 

 Multidisciplinarity is difficult: innovation is very much 
context based, we need to think out of the box everywhere 

 Confirmation that each innovation process is unique, even 
if we share a common goal or topic. You have to go tailor-
made everywhere 

 Multidisciplinary stories and perspectives. We need more 
storytellers. 

2\ Heritage-led innovation - assimilation of innovation 

Next to shared timelines with different steps to apply existing 
innovations to heritage assets, the participants found that: 

 You need to reach young people through experiences  - 
but also, not to forget the older generations that use other 
media. Inter-generational exchange is key 

 We need good story tellers! You need to develop 
communication campaigns to show the value of 
traditional knowledge and heritage 
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 Understand how the European Union 
can effectively integrate heritage 
into its international relation 
initiatives 

 What developments are necessary 
for facilitating social, political and 
cultural flows and cross-fertilisation 
of efforts in heritage-led 
international relations? 

 There are different problems in different geographical 
regions (e.g. Europe and Latin-American), but solutions 
can be similar, we can learn from each other, rather than 
spending resource son repeating the same steps 

3\ Combining heritage-led innovation and international 
relations 

Next to experience maps and step-by-step timelines of setting up 
heritage-led innovation projects in different countries, the 
participants found that: 

 It is important to monitor all you actions. You need to 
report externalities that happen during the development of 
your projects (monitor for example the educational 
opportunities) 

 Need for post project monitoring and sharing failures with 
other competitors 

 We need to understand the connection between the 
international donor and receiver (the local needs) 

 You will encounter ego problems in different contexts 

4\ Heritage-led international cross-synergies 

Next to experience maps on the relative value created by entities 
acting together (cross-synergies) instead of acting separately, 
the participants found that: 

 It is necessary to create capacity in order to have proper 
synergies, especially if you are going to spend millions on 
hardware and resources for an initiative 

 Effective cross-synergies require budgets for good 
administration  

 Asking to take ownership of heritage and protect it is a 
problem in which countries which are former colonies or 
conquered territories not wanting to participate in such a 
process 

 Before starting cross-synergies, some organisations and 
institutions should first innovate themselves – change 
starts within 

 

Through a carefully designed co-creation process Kraków and Brussels events contributed to 
collecting inputs and filling the knowledge gaps related to topics, trends, barriers and user-
preferences related to heritage-led innovation and diplomacy in Europe, both on the research and 
practice levels. The sessions designed according to co-creation principles proved successful in 
extracting important knowledge from the participants. They proved the importance of diversity of 
views presented during the meetings and giving the opportunity for all to voice their opinions. Synergy 
effects where clear throughout the whole process. The knowledge, as well as contacts, gathered 
during the meetings will be extensively used in the future deliverables and milestones of the project, 
including D2.3 and D3.9. It will serve the capacity building development, designing academic level 
courses and MOOC and creating final ILUCIDARE products (handbook, toolbox, starters kit, roadmap).  

Furthermore, discussions during the meetings constituted unique opportunities to share the progress 
of the ILUCIDARE project and review its results with external experts, shedding new light and inspiring 
new ideas to be implemented during the next phases of the project. Such peer review has an important 
potential to improve ILUCIDARE outputs. Engaging both the academic world and practitioners in the 
FGIs and CCAs served, last but not least, as a bridging tool between the theory-oriented and practice-
oriented parts of the ILUCIDARE project and facilitated implementation of user-oriented work and in 
situ actions. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE DELIVERABLE 
This deliverable is part of the ‘Stretch-Out Phase’ of the ILUCIDARE project, aimed at growing the 
network by fostering co-creation among the consortium, Advisory Board and stakeholders to increase 
impact of and advance understanding of heritage-led innovations and diplomacy, by means of:  

 consulting heritage experts to evaluate the beta version of the innovation handbook and 
international relations toolbox, 

 set-up capacity building agendas and baseline record for the ILUCIDARE capacity building 
locations according to local needs, 

 conduct active collaboration between the consortium and Advisory Board to elaborate a map 
of topics and trends in heritage-led innovations and diplomacy and design the face-to-face 
initiatives.   

 

In practice – in this ‘Stretch-Out Phase’ – two sets of Focus Group Interviews and Co-Creation Ateliers 
were organised with regional and national experts: one set in Poland with experts from Central and 
South-East Europe, and one set in Belgium with experts from West, North and South Europe. All of the 
events were planned according to co-creation principles discussed in more detail in ILUCIDARE’s Co-
creation and Capacity Building Toolkit (D2.4). These are based on the conviction that active 
participation of the target and stakeholder groups positively influences the outcomes of the project. 
This concept of human-centred design and participatory thinking proves to be a particularly successful 
method to create new and innovative solutions due to the synergy of different expertise coming from 
various participants of the process. Equally important is the feeling of ownership of the result which 
seems beneficial for further implementation of the project and the dissemination of its results. 
Generative sessions trigger latent and tacit knowledge and extract what people feel and dream of. It 
allows access to the "hidden world of user experience, and thereby build a better understanding of it, 
which can then be used for design purposes"1. It was an especially suitable technique for the ILUCIDARE 
project in which one deals with a number of latent needs and knowledge as regards the field of cultural 
heritage relations with innovation and diplomacy. 

For this reason all events were composed of the interactive activities and the participants were invited 
to perform specific collaborative tasks to gain synergy results. In effect, the organisers where able to 
retrieve valuable information in shape of feedback and detailed insights into the problems in question. 
This information will be used in the forthcoming phases of the project – especially for the creation of 
ILUCIDARE final products within WP5, whose main aim is to promote the development of heritage-led 
innovations as well as heritage inspired diplomacy projects. 

This document will provides two main sets of information: 

 the insight on the needs of the ILUCIDARE target and stakeholder groups as well as on 
barriers and perspectives of implementing heritage-led innovation and diplomacy projects; 

 detailed methodology for designing and implementing co-creation activities used within the 
project. 

While the first set of information is quite straightforward (a presentation of  the knowledge that was 
collected during the meetings in Krakow and Brussels), the second set may be more of different value 
to the reader as it is focused on presenting frameworks as well as particular tools that were used during 
the specific co-creation sessions. Therefore, the reader – thanks to this document – is gaining access 
to the know-how on developing co-creation sessions. 

                                                                    
1 F. Sleeswijk Visser , P.J. Stappers , R. van der Lugt, E. B-N Sanders (2005). Contextmapping: experiences from 
practice. CoDesign, 1:2. 119-149: 123. 
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The deliverable is divided in two main sections – first devoted to the activities performed in Kraków, 
and second devoted to the sessions conveyed in Brussels.  

 For the ICC organising the first meeting on 10-11 June 2019, it was seen as an opportunity to 
collect feedback on the first stage of project (theoretical background and case studies in the 
field of heritage-led innovation and heritage-international relations) from the outside experts 
and to broaden the consortium knowledge of interesting case studies and good practices that 
link together heritage and innovation and heritage and diplomacy, as well as open a discussion 
on the next phase of the that included identification of both relevant stakeholders - potential 
users of the publications - and formats and tools that should be integrated in their design.  

 KUL, IMEC and KEA, the organisers of the second meeting on 19 November 2019, aimed their 
session at strengthening the cooperation with other relevant H2020 project to ensure that the 
outputs of these events for the heritage-led diplomacy pillar were sufficiently embedded in 
ongoing research efforts and at furthering and co-creating the knowledge on evaluation and 
testing of existing heritage-led innovations and diplomacy mechanisms with well-defined 
barriers and enablers for implementing relevant projects. 

 

Each section of this document presents activities in Krakow and Brussels separately while presenting 
the aims and methods used, participants invited as well as a detailed flow of how the particular session 
was conveyed. In some cases, specific tools and instructions for the convener are also described in 
detail. 

It is worth mentioning that all the activities described in this deliverable managed to successfully 
involve over 40 individuals in the co-creation process which will greatly contribute to the quality and 
usability of the final ILUCIDARE products. As outlined in the Grant Agreement, this will be mainly 
achieved in WP3 following the mapping phase, in December 2018 – June 2019. The output will be used 
in WP4 to drive the capacity building development and active stakeholder participation, in WP5 to 
develop end-user oriented ILUCIDARE instruments and in WP6 to feed the stakeholder analysis and 
project communication actions.  
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FOCUS GROUP AND CO-CREATION ATELIER IN 
KRAKÓW (JUNE 10TH-11TH,2019) 

1. Introduction 

AGENDA AND SET-UP 

The first part of task 3.1 took place in the International Cultural Centre seat in Kraków, Poland on June 
10-11, 2019 and were organised by the International Cultural Centre. The discussions to design and 
organise these events took place through telcos, email exchange, and several face-to-face meetings 
at the ICC (starting in March 2019). The design of the meetings was shared with coordinator of 
ILUCIDARE project and the consortium for comments and suggestions.  

The overall aim of the meetings was to use the opportunity to collect feedback on the first stage of 
project (theoretical background and case studies in the field of heritage-led innovation and heritage-
diplomacy) from the outside experts and to broaden the consortium knowledge of interesting case 
studies and good practices that link together heritage and innovation and heritage and diplomacy, as 
well as open a discussion on the next phase of the project (putting collected knowledge into user 
friendly publications - handbook and toolbox) that included identification of both relevant stakeholders 
- potential users of the publications - and formats and tools that should be integrated in their design. 
The intention of the event was to bridge both (informal) stages of the project and foster dialogue 
between the project consortium members, its Advisory Board and local experts in heritage, innovation 
and diplomacy. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND SUBDIVISION OF TOPICS 

The discussions on the methodology and content of the FGI and CCA started with the ICC team in early 
spring 2019 during the parallel work on task 2.4 in which the International Cultural Centre was involved. 
Having in mind, on the one hand, the foreseen results of task 2.4 and, on the other, the final ILUCIDARE 
products (D5.1, D5.2 and D5.4) the idea behind the event was to link the theoretical and practical part of 
the project. It translated into the following selection of topics and formats for the event. First, in line 
with a good practice of peer-review of academic-related work, the FGI was designed to juxtapose the 
work that would have been completed by the time of FGI and CCA implementation (including the 
working definitions of heritage-led innovation and heritage-led diplomacy), with the views of external 
experts both from the academic field and practitioners. Second, the group external experts enlarged 
by the consortium members and the Advisor Board members was to engage into a co-creation process 
that would providing answers to such questions as who the potential users of the ILUCIDARE products 
would be (based also on D2.2) and what their needs and preferences towards these products were 
(generating knowledge for D2.3).  

The work was divided into: 

 14h00 - 18h00 (first day) - FGI Interview on heritage-led innovation and diplomacy  
 09:00 - 10h30 (second day) - CCA. Part 1 
 10h45 - 12h30 (second day) - CCA. Part 2 (four working groups) 

 

The methodology of the above was based on  

 The ILUCIDARE Co-creation and Capacity Building Toolkit (D2.4) 
 meSch methodology (see below) 
 Europeana Impact Playbook (see below) 
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PROFILE AND BIAS OF PARTICIPANTS 

In line with D2.1 Procedures and criteria that will be used to identify/recruit research participants the 
requirement process of the participants was based on respect for privacy, lack of pressure or undue 
influence, accurate and clear description of the study, unbiased presentation of the study. The main 
values respected in the process was openness, fairness, gender equality, geographical diversity as well 
as sectoral interdisciplinarity. Participants of the Kraków FGI and the CCA were recruited following two 
approaches: a call for experts and a targeted selection of experts. 

The call for experts was launched on March 30 using the website, social media and newsletters of the 
ICC (the main organiser) and the project partners. By the end of the deadline (April 30) the ICC received 
eight applications, three of which were not meeting the formal criteria. Two applicants were chosen to 
participate in FGI and CCA in Kraków based the criteria of: 

● level of knowledge and/or experience with regard to heritage-led innovation and diplomacy; 
● sectoral interdisciplinarity – in line with the Quadruple Helix Model (Civil society/NGO, 

Government/Public Administration, Research/Education, Business/Industry); 
● thematic diversity; 
● gender diversity; 
● regional/national diversity; 
● methodological criteria (e.g. CCA requirements with regard to functional diversity, namely 

project originators, stakeholders, end-users). 

In addition, a targeted selection of experts was made, based on the same selection criteria. An 
important consideration here was to contact and network with other relevant H2020 project. As a 
result a mix of recognised policy makers and GLAM experts from the Central and South-East Europe, 
representatives of ILUCIDARE Advisory Board and sister projects (REACH, ROCK, ECHOES) gathered in 
Kraków for a two-day event. ILUCIDARE consortium members joined the group for the CCA. In the end 
there were eleven participants of the FGI and fifteen participants of CCA from outside of the 
consortium. 

Each participant was explained at the beginning of the sessions what the aim of each Focus Groups 
and Co-Creation Atelier was and how it would benefit the ILUCIDARE project. Consequently there were 
asked the sign the ILUCIDARE informed consent form (D3.1) before participating in the discussions. To 
ensure the anonymization of data, the description of the results and outcomes of the Focus Groups and 
Co-Creation Ateliers was done in an overall distilled format, whereby the names of the participants are 
not linked to specific verbatim quotes. 

2. Focus Group Interview in Kraków 

AIM AND METHOD 

The FGI’s main aim was to use experience knowledge of the invited experts in order to: 

1. Gather the feedback on the definitions of “heritage-led innovations” and “heritage diplomacy”. The 
definitions were developed by the researchers and analysts working in the ILUCIDARE projects. 

2. Broaden the catalogue of cases were heritage-led innovations have been successfully 
implemented and heritage diplomacy has been run in innovative ways. 

3. Gather and discuss experts’ opinions on what trends one can currently observe within the field of 
heritage when it comes to innovations and diplomacy 

4. Gather and discuss experts’ opinions on what impact the occurrences within the mentioned fields 
may have on heritage – but also on other domains of human activity (such as politics, economy, 
sphere of social relations, technology, law and natural environment) 
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5. Gather and discuss experts’ opinions on how to evaluate specific initiatives when it comes to 
heritage-led innovations and heritage diplomacy – what indicators and measures to use. 

The knowledge gained in the process of running the FGI was subsequently analysed and used in the 
process of selecting the adequate cases studies, processes, and good practices for the handbooks and 
tool-kits that were to be developed further in the ILUCIDARE project. It will also be used to design the 
program for the Summer School that is to be held in the summer of 2020 in Kraków, Poland. 

The FGI was run using classical method of straightforward questioning, but also some interactive 
methods and tasks were introduced in order to give the experts an opportunity to question and 
reformulate their thoughts. 

The FGI was recorded (audio only). Also, detailed notes were taken by the ICC researchers. 

PARTICIPANTS 

 Professionals in heritage and diplomacy from Central-Eastern Europe  
 ILUCIDARE consortium members 
 ILUCIDARE Advisory Board members  

The complete list of participants can be found in Annex 1. 

REPORT ON FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW FLOW  

The FGI gathered eleven experts coming from the worlds of academia, business and civil society to 
reflect on the basic definitions prepared by the ICC team and to share show-cases of the implemented 
heritage-led innovations as well as heritage diplomacy projects. Experts were also asked to share their 
ideas on how to evaluate specific initiatives when it comes to heritage-led innovations and heritage 
diplomacy – what indicators and measures to use. 

 
Experts during the FGI in Kraków. Photo: ICC. 
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14h00-14h30: Start and Introductions  

Goal: to introduce participants of the FGI and to present the structure and goals of the FGI. 

Explanation to participants: The convener will introduce himself as well as other ILUCIDARE’s 
researchers.  He will also give a brief (max. 5 mins.) presentation about the ILUVIDARE ILUCIDARE 
project and its main goals. The convener will then introduce the goals of the FGI as well as its timeline. 
He will also allow for a brief Q&A session (max. 5 mins.). Following the introduction of the ILUCIDARE 
project and the FGI, the convener will ask the participants to introduce themselves by briefly stating 
their names, affiliations and interest in the field of Heritage, Innovation and Diplomacy. 

14h30-15h30: Definitions 

Goal: to discuss the definitions of the heritage-led innovation and heritage-led diplomacy prepared 
within the ILUCIDARE project and collect the participants’ feedback.  

Explanation to participants: The convener will introduce the first topic for the discussion. s/He will do 
it by briefly stating that one of the tasks within the ILUCIDARE project was to develop definitions which 
would explain in plain language what heritage-led innovations and heritage diplomacy are.  

Then, the convener will hand out the definition of heritage-led innovation to each of the participants. 
He will ask the to read it and to underline write down the statements which: (1) they like for some reason, 
(2) they do not understand/are not clear, (3) they do not agree with. Afterwards, the convener will ask 
the participants to share their views and s/he will moderate the discussion leading to gathering experts’ 
proposals on what could be changed and/or amended and how. The same procedure will be repeated 
with the definitions of heritage-led diplomacy. 

15h30 – 15h50: Coffee break 

15h50 – 17h00: Cases 

Goal: to collect examples of heritage-led innovation and diplomacy and discuss particularities of the 
presented cases.  

Explanation to participants: The convener will introduce this part of the FGI by stating that s/he will 
now ask the participants to share their knowledge on real- world cases of initiatives that one could 
name “heritage-led innovation” or “innovation in heritage diplomacy”. S/He will then hand out the forms 
for brief case description. S/He will ask the experts to work alone on filling those forms for c.a. 10 mins. 
S/He will, then, ask the participants to share their case descriptions with the group – s/he will also allow 
and moderate the group discussion if questions or controversies regarding the cases arise. 

Case Description Handout 

Name/Title 

 

Heritage-led Innovation Heritage-led Diplomacy 

Brief Description 

   

Main recipients/users 

 

Why is it innovative? 
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17h00-17h30: Trends/Mechanisms 

Goal: to collect and discuss trends and mechanisms in the field of heritage-led innovation and 
diplomacy.  

Explanation to participants: The convener will ask the participants whether they see any trends 
developing in the field of heritage-led innovations as well as in heritage-led diplomacy. A trend is to be 
understood as “a general direction in which something is developing or changing”. To inspire the trend 
identification, the convener will present a couple of trends that have been identified by the 
ILUCIDARE’s team and will explain them in detail. S/He will, then ask the participants to work in pairs 
and will ask each pair to develop 2-3 trends per category (2-3 for heritage-led innovations and 2-3 for 
heritage diplomacy). S/He will, then, ask the groups to present their findings and he will moderate an 
open discussion on the topic.  

17h30-18h00: Success and Evaluation 

Goal: to discuss success factors of heritage-led innovation and diplomacy projects.  

Explanation to participants: The convener will open the discussion by asking a specific question: 
“When do you think one can name a heritage-led innovation a successful one? What would be the 
criteria for evaluating this success be?”. S/He will, then moderate an open discussion on the topic using 
flipcharts to write down the list of criteria. Once the discussion is completed, the convener will ask a 
specific question: “When do you think one can name a heritage-led diplomacy project a successful one? 
How does it differ from heritage-led innovation cases?”. He will then moderate an open discussion on 
the topic using flipcharts to write down the list of criteria. 

18h00: Finish 

Goal: to thank the participants for their contributions and explain the next steps of the ILUCIDARE 
project .  

Explanation to participants: The convener will briefly sum up the FGI and present the follow-up actions 
in the project. S/He will thank the participants and invite them for dinner. 

OVERALL RESULTS OF THE FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW 

The event lasted four hours during which proper definitions where presented and discussed and 
experts brainstormed together in smaller groups to come up with specific ideas and show-cases. 

One of the interesting topics of the discussion was based on the remark made by one of the participants 
that innovation does not only happen on so called free market. And while it is important to focus on 
market based business models and methods, it is as important to search for more bottom-up social 
structures that support the rise of innovation, as well as governance schemes. For, policy solutions 
both require and support innovation as much as free market endeavours. 

It was also pointed – during lively discussions – that there seems to be an inherent tension between 
innovations and heritage. While “innovation” awakens associations with what is new and sometimes 
even disruptive, “heritage” brings the notion of preservation in one’s mind. Therefore, an interesting 
question arises – “how to bring positive (and to some extent disruptive) change through preservation of 
old buildings, practices, habits and norms?”. 

Specific solutions to these tensions where presented by experts in form of real-world projects and 
products. One of the most interesting discussed was the project MEMOLA (Mediterranean Mountainous 
Landscapes). As explained: “The project is an interdisciplinary approach to cultural landscapes of 
Mediterranean mountainous areas, taking as a central axis the historical study of two natural resources 
essential to generate agro-systems: water and soil. The study focuses on four areas: Sierra Nevada 
(Spain), Monti di Trapani (Italy), Colli Euganei (Italy) and Vjosa Valley(Albania).” One its very practical and 
growth generating outcomes was to solve the problem of water accessibility for irrigation, by using 
archaeological studies of ancient irrigation systems. As it was shown, agricultural heritage had 
innovative insights to offer for the utilization by modern farmers. 
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The mentioned project also showed how to go about evaluating innovations related to heritage. Some 
of the aspects experts saw worth investigating were: 

 Improvement in social relations 
 Promotion of inclusion of previously excluded groups and individuals 
 Positive economic and financial outcomes 
 Sustainability and scalability 

The ideas for evaluation heritage projects were derived from the ideas experts had on what impact 
innovation in the field of heritage might have on societies - some of the outcomes of the experts' 
discussions are presented on the flipcharts below. 

Outcomes (main points) of the experts' discussion on the impact of innovation in the field of heritage. Photo: J. Strycharz. 

 
The knowledge gained in the process of running the FGI was subsequently analysed and used in the 
process of selecting the adequate cases studies, processes, and good practices for the handbooks and 
tool-kits that are to be developed further in the ILUCIDARE project. It will also be used to design the 
program for the summer school that is to be held in the summer of 2020 in Kraków, Poland. 

3. CCA in Kraków  

AIM & METHOD 

The general aim of the Kraków atelier was to generate feedback on the ILUCIDARE progress and to 
foster continuous dialogue among the project consortium, its Advisory Board and local experts in 
heritage, innovation and diplomacy. The feedback gathered during the interactive session run in line 
with the co-creation methodology, will support the development of the so called CH-led innovation 
handbook and diplomacy toolbox. 

The specific aim of the Kraków atelier is to use the expertise of the experts gathered in the room to 
discuss and in the end map both, relevant stakeholders - potential users of the handbooks and to list 
formats and tools that should be integrated in their design. 
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The knowledge gained in the process of running the CCA is being analysed and used in the process of 
selecting adequate cases studies, processes, and good practices for the handbooks and tool-kits, as 
well as best methods of presentation of thereof, that are to be developed further in the ILUCIDARE 
project. It gave also incentives to the design the programme for the summer school that is to be held 
in the summer of 2020 in Kraków, Poland. 

To maximise the impact of the CCA and to allow room for a debate between the gathered experts the 
meeting was planned to include both - ignite talks from external experts  and interactive exercises. In 
result, the 3 hour session was filled with presentations, discussions, workshop exercises using 
mapping techniques and empathy map tool.  

PARTICIPANTS 

 Professionals in heritage and diplomacy from Central-Eastern Europe  
 ILUCIDARE consortium members 
 ILUCIDARE Advisory Board members  

The complete list of participants can be found in Annex 1. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The meeting began with a brief introduction to the ILUCIDARE project. It was followed by a plenary 
session introducing the importance and value of user-centred design applied specifically to meet the 
unique features of the heritage domain. It also addressed the needs of professionals active in the field 
of heritage-led diplomacy and innovation.  

Questions: How can we best support their work? What are the key factors one needs to keep in mind 
when planning a project or activity linked to innovation or/and diplomacy in the heritage context?  

The ignite was followed by a presentation of the Europeana Impact Playbook - the cultural heritage 
professionals’ guide to assessing impact, carefully designed by Europeana Foundation. 

Questions: How to build a guidebook so that it answers the needs of its potential users? How to present 
theory in a clear and user-friendly way? What tools and formats, types of interaction shall be used to 
make the exercise appealing and engaging? How relevant is the design of the guidebook?, etc. 

REPORT ON ATELIER GROUP FLOW  

09h00-09h15: ILUCIDARE - project’s scope (special focus on the creation of toolkit and handbook  

Goal: The aim of the brief introduction was to introduce the ILUCIDARE project to the external experts, 
to outline the aims of the atelier to the participants and to bring to the table the concept of the so called 
CH-led innovation handbook and diplomacy toolbox that ILUCIDARE was meant to create.  

Explanation to participants: Agata Wąsowska-Pawlik, Joanna Sanetra-Szeliga of the ICC, after a short 
presentation of the ICC and themselves deliver the presentation on ILUCIDARE 
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CCA in Kraków. Introduction. Photo: ICC. 

09h15-10h00: Design thinking and co-creation practice for affective experiences of heritage 

Goal: The goal of the session is to give an in-depth overview of the possible links between heritage, 
technology and design showing how relevant design is when it comes to the user experience and 
usability of the final output related to the heritage sector. It is an inspirational talk aimed at stirring up 
later discussions 

Explanation to participants: Dr. Daniella Petrelli delivers ignite speach. Her presentation is mostly 
based on the work done under the EU-funded meSch project and included some very useful hints as 
well as resources for future ILUCIDARE’s work on co-design: http://codesign.mesch.io/. She listsfocus 
on the needs of the target user groups, collaboration and, alignment of the design to the "product" and 
alignment of technology to the "product" as key objectives of every co-creation process. 
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CCA in Kraków. Ignite talk. Photo: ICC. 

Dr Daniela Petrelli is a full professor in Interaction Design at the Art & Design Research Centre at 
Sheffield Hallam University. She holds a PhD in Interaction Design, an Italian High Degree (Laurea) in 
Computer Science, a Fine Art Diploma.  
Prof Petrelli has over 15 years of experience on user-centred design, field studies, co-design, co-
creation and creative practices applied in a range of different domains. She has published over 90 
papers in peer-reviewed international venues and has received for her work 11 awards and recognitions 
from both academia and industry. 
She has worked in cultural heritage since 1999 and led the FP7 EU funded project meSch that has 
received awards and acknowledgements of best practice from a number of academic and professional 
fora. She leads a multidisciplinary team specialised in the conception, design, implementation, 
deployment and evaluation of novel interactive installations in museums and cultural heritage, and she 
is co-director (with Prof Gwilt) of the Digital Materiality research group at ADRC.  
Her work on digital technology and personal memories is well known in the human-computer 
interaction community. She has also worked on multimedia and multilingual information retrieval, data 
visualisation and visual analytics.  
10h00-10h30: Europeana Impact Playbook 

Goal: The aim of the session is to present an exemplary case study that could serve as an inspiration 
while developing ILUCIDARE final products.  

Explanation to participants: Julia Fallon’s presentation on the Impact Playbook - methodology 
developed by the Europeana Foundation to support GLAM experts in thinking about the impact of their 
actions - shows how potentially the ILUCIDARE resources could look like. Paying special attention to 
teamwork, inclusive approach, engaging and workshop, exercise-based methodology the playbook 
creates a space to discuss relevant topics related to the impact of our actions, relevant stakeholders 
and their needs, strategies, etc. 
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CCA in Kraków. Photo: Clémentine Daubeuf/ KEA. 

Julia Fallon is Europeana Foundation's Senior Policy Adviser passionate about delivering sustainable 
impact by increasing digital access to cultural heritage. Julia develops, implements and manages 
Europeana’s policies and practices. She works across all business areas from coordinating the new 
Governance structure, developing open data policies to advocating for the harmonisation of EU 
Copyright laws. 
With an MA in IPR Management, Julia has nurtured research, technology and brand portfolios in both 
the private and public sectors. 

10h30-10h45: Coffee break 

Important: The participants of the CCA are now divided into four parallel groups, two focusing on 
innovation and two on diplomacy. The team work is  facilitated by the ILUCIDARE ICC team members 
(Maria Drabczyk - lead, Robert Kusek, Joanna Santera-Szeliga, Jan Strycharz ) and consists of two 
exercises that at the end will be jointly summarised in a plenary wrap-up session. 

The group flow for each of the groups was similar, therefore it is described only once below. 

 

 

10h45-11h45: Handbook Users and Formats 

10h45-11h15: Handbook Users 

Goal: The aim of the exercise was to identify stakeholder groups - potential users of the so called 
handbooks and toolkits referring to the heritage-led innovation and diplomacy and to better 
understand their background and their needs: who are the people who would be using the handbooks? 
Who are we creating them for?  

Explanation to participants: The participants are dived into four parallel groups. During the atelier the 
group on innovation led by Jan Strycharz decided to divide itself into even smaller two groups. The 
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exercise was run using the “Empathy map” - a collaborative tool used by teams to gain a deeper insight 
into their relevant stakeholders. For the purpose of the exercise the ”relevant stakeholders” were 
understood as all actors involved in either heritage-led innovation or diplomacy projects or/and 
activities who might become future users of the ILUCIDARE handbooks.  

Exercise 1: Mapping stakeholders 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATORS 

The exercise will be run using the “Empathy map” - a collaborative tool used by teams to gain a deeper 
insight into their relevant stakeholders. For the purpose of the exercise we will understand 
the ”relevant stakeholders” as all actors involved in either heritage-led innovation or diplomacy 
projects or/and activities who might become future users of the ILUCIDARE handbooks.  

Notes for teamwork facilitators 

What is needed (for each group)? 

• Prepare a flipchart with markers and paper 
• Print the empathy map template on a large piece of paper (3 copies per team) 
• Hand each team member sticky notes and a marker.  

Introduction: 

Assemble your team. Ask each person to briefly introduce himself/herself (you have 5 mins for the 
whole task).  

Start the discussion by asking them to list all potential future users of the ILUCIDARE handbooks. Then 
prioritise the list together and pick 3 top actors.  Focus on the most popular choice and create an 
empathy map for this persona. Each person should write down their thoughts on stickies. Ideally 
everyone would add at least one sticky to every section of the map. If time allows chose another actor 
from the list and go again through the mapping exercise.  

Exemplary questions to be asked during the exercise: 

• What is the person (potential user of the ILUCIDARE handbook) thinking & feeling when 
planning a new project? What are some of their worries and aspirations related to their work? 

• What does the person see around him/her in their work environment? 
• What might the user be saying and/or doing while thinking about his/her new project related 

to CH innovation/diplomacy? 
• What are some of the user’s pain points or fears when thinking about being active in the field 

of CH innovation/diplomacy? What kind of support is he/she missing? 
• What gains might the user experience when using the ILUCIDARE handbook? 

At the end of the session, ask the team members what insights they learned. More importantly, ask 
them what hypotheses they now have about the users that they’d like to validate. 
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Fig 1: Empathy map template (also used in the Europeana Impact Playbook) 

Based on Europeana Impact Playbook methodology 

 

 
CCA in Kraków. Photo: Clémentine Daubeuf/ KEA 

Results:  

Various groups of stakeholders with various needs and communication specificities were identified 
and mapped proving that a careful decision needs to be made among the ILUCIDARE partners with 
regard to the target user groups of the future resources: 

● local authority (innovation) 
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● GLAM expert/curator (Innovation) 
● Entrepreneur (Innovation) 
● expert from an NGO active In CH (diplomacy) 
● diplomat  (diplomacy) 

 
These were done in line with the general stakeholder’s analysis prepared by KEA (D2.2). The analysis of 
the results will be the main source of knowledge for the D2.3 (Evaluation report of needs and user-
preferences of stakeholders and target group) and will be in details presented there (in order not to be 
repetitive). This document includes selected key-findings from the exercise focusing on the needs of 
the three main types of stakeholders based on the Quintuple Helix innovation model. 

Focus Stakeholder’s profile 
(Quintuple Helix 

innovation model) 

Stakeholder’s type Stakeholder’s needs 

Innovation Policy & regulatory 
subsystem 

Local Authority Local and regional authorities perhaps 
are not often directly involved in 
heritage projects but at times they 
have the greatest impact on the local 
and regional heritage (via financial and 
legal means) and thus could become 
the end-users of ILUCIDARE products 
who need support. Key need is linked 
to seeing the potential and value of 
actions linked to innovation within the 
heritage domain and its links with the 
general well-being of the community, 
the economy and innovation. 

Societal subsystem GLAM professional/ 
curator 

Cultural managers rooted in GLAM are 
vividly interested in all sorts of 
activities that relate – in one way or 
another – to cultural heritage. They are, 
usually well networked within the 
cultural world (locally, regionally and/or 
internationally). They also have access 
to some public funds (depending on the 
profile and scale of their institution) 
devoted to heritage and socially 
oriented initiatives. They are open to 
innovation but often need guidance 
and lack resources to implement 
innovative solutions in their daily 
actions and projects. 

Economic subsystem Entrepreneur Heritage-oriented entrepreneurs 
might differ considerably with regard 
to their specific 
needs/expectations/activities. They 
need to understand the (economic) 
value of collaborations and 
investments in innovation in heritage. 
They also need to be guided on how to 
best work with GLAM and other 
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heritage experts in order to make joint 
initiatives efficient. They also require 
information on possible funding 
models.   

Diplomacy Societal subsystem NGO expert (coming 
from the GLAM 
sector) 

CSO professionals active in diplomacy 
is relatively a new concept both on 
theoretical and practical grounds. So 
are the needs of this stakeholder’s 
group willing, and often encouraged by 
the state, to get more engaged in 
diplomatic actions. They face a 
number of barriers to entry - lack of 
diplomatic know-how, specific skills, 
supportive networks, etc. and need 
guidance mostly on the administrative/ 
political level and cultural specificities. 

Policy & regulatory 
subsystem 

Diplomat Diplomats interested in heritage-led 
diplomacy and innovation need 
evidence and case studies on how such 
collaborations might generate new 
opportunities to cooperate with new 
partnerships and projects on an 
international scale. They need to 
understand the value of heritage as an 
instrument  enabling sustainable 
intercultural dialogue. 

11h15-11h45: Handbook Formats 

Goal: The aim of the second exercise is to brainstorm within the four (in act five) teams to generate 
creative and innovative ideas with regard to the formats and tools that should populate the ILUCIDARE 
handbooks.  

Explanation to participants: The participants are dived into four parallel groups. The exercise is done 
in relation to the outcomes of the work performed in exercise 1 - the empathy map where participants 
tried to better understand and map the needs of various stakeholders groups. Finally three of the teams 
focus on the topic of heritage-led innovation while the remaining two groups have their conversation 
on the area of the heritage-led diplomacy  

Exercise 2: Brainstorming formats and tools 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATORS 

What is needed (for each group)? 

• Prepare a large piece of paper/ flip chart where you will collect all the sticky notes. 
• Provide everyone with materials - markers and and sticky notes   

Start the brainstorming session by asking the team members about the elements of an ideal 
guidebook/ handbooks for professionals dealing with:  

groups 1-2: heritage-led innovation 

groups 3-4: heritage-led diplomacy 
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Exemplary questions to be asked during the exercise: 

• What are to you the key-elements of an informative, user-friendly guidebook/ handbook? 
• What elements should ILUCIDARE handbook consist of? What needs to be underlined? What 

kind of knowledge should be integrated? 
• How knowledge should be presented in order to inspire action? 
• How to best “sell” the knowledge? What formats and tools should be used to best transfer the 

knowledge? 

Encourage the participants to generate as many ideas as possible. Have each person to describe to the 
group the idea as they place it on the wall or board. Encourage the others to share their thoughts on the 
ideas and to build on the ideas. The results of the brainstorming can be used as inputs into the design 
of future products, services or experiences. Tips for successfully carrying out this method • If the 
means to do so are available, write down the question (on a whiteboard, for example) so that it is visible 
to everyone throughout the exercise.  

!!! Remember: the best approach when brainstorming is to promote openness, lots of ideas, and 
creativity over immediate feasibility. Brainstorms work best when the group is positive, optimistic, and 
focused on generating as many ideas as possible. 

Based on meSch methodology 

For more information and rules on how to brainstorm see: http://www.designkit.org/methods/28. 

 

 

  

  
CCA in Kraków. Photo: Clémentine Daubeuf/ KEA. 
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Results: The exercise led to a co-creation of a wish-list of desired elements of the future handbooks, 
which included below-listed suggestions.  

Content 

 as first step we should agree on the answers to the three main questions: why, for whom 
and what 

 the resources need to find a balance between theoretic approach and pragmatic knowledge 
 the resources should include examples of case studies, practical knowledge sharing 

(testimonials, interviews), visual materials (storyboards, flowcharts) making the 
understanding easier 

 the resources  should include a part dedicated to users and their needs, communication, 
workflows, especially focusing on (international- for diplomacy) collaboration between 
various sectors 

Style and layout 

 the layout and the general presentation form is crucial for the successful reception of the 
resources hence they should be created in close collaboration with a UX expert and graphic 
designer 

 the resources should be attractive for both experience users (dig deeper, learn more option, 
layers of knowledge) as well as not experienced professionals (starter’s kit) 

 the resources should be available both digitally and in a paper/analogue versions making the 
use as practical and inviting as possible 

 language and formats need to be adjusted to the requirements of the chosen target groups 
(in detailed described in D2.3 (Evaluation report of needs and user-preferences of 
stakeholders and target group)  

11h45-12h00: Wrap up 

Goal: The aim of the last session was present the results of the group work done and discuss the 
outcomes in plenary.   

Explanation to participants: The joint wrap-up session serves as a floor to share findings of the parallel 
working groups, search for and map specific patterns and discuss best practices that might be relevant 
for the creation of the ILUCIDARE products. 

4. Wrap-up of the Focus Group and the Co-creation Atelier 

The overall aim of the meeting in Kraków, held on June 10-11, 2019 was to use the opportunity to collect 
feedback on the first stage of project from the outside experts and to broaden the consortium 
knowledge of interesting case studies and good practices that link together heritage and innovation 
and heritage and diplomacy. The outputs of the meeting will feed into the next phase of the project, 
creating ILUCIDARE final products.  

Eleven experts from Central and Eastern Europe were invited via an open call for participants and 
targeted invitations to join moderated discussions and individual work with handouts to give their 
feedback on the ILUCIDARE definitions of “heritage-led innovations” and “heritage diplomacy”, point to 
successful heritage-led innovation and diplomacy cases, discuss trends in the field heritage-led 
innovation and diplomacy as well as to contribute their opinions on success factors and evaluation 
measures. There was much discussion on the proposed definitions, especially on the heritage-led 
diplomacy which by many was seen as a field pertaining solely to governments. The conclusion here 
would be that even in the heritage field the notion of innovation as well diplomacy is relatively new and 
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requires broad dissemination and promotion effort so that the potential of heritage in both these areas 
is used adequately. One of interesting projects that actually linked heritage and innovation is MEMOLA 
(Mediterranean Mountainous Landscapes) whose aim is to solve the problem of water accessibility for 
irrigation, by using archaeological studies of ancient irrigation systems. As it was shown, agricultural 
heritage had innovative insights to offer for the utilization by modern farmers. As far is indicators are 
concerned the main lesson learnt here would be to look more in-depth into the framework of indicators 
on circular economy and adaptive re-use of cultural heritage created by another Horizon 2020 – funded 
projects, CLIC. And last but not least, some of the aspects of creating proper environment for 
successful projects, according the participants, include improving social relations, promoting 
inclusion of previously excluded groups and individuals. What constitutes a success of a project 
includes positive economic and financial outcomes and its sustainability and scalability.  

Thirty two people (both ILUCIDARE partners and external experts and Adivisory Board representative) 
participated in the co-creation atelier. After having listed to the ignite talk by Dr. Daniela Petrelli on 
design thinking and co-creation practice for affective experiences of heritage and Julia Fallon’s 
presentation on the Impact Playbook - methodology developed by the Europeana Foundation to 
support GLAM experts in thinking about the impact of their actions (the aim of both being to inspire and 
trigger creativity needed in the group work) they worked in five parallel working groups using mapping 
techniques, empathy map tool and brainstorming.  

First of all, the working groups identified potential users of the ILUCIDARE final products (so called 
handbooks and toolkits referring to the heritage-led innovation and diplomacy) and then focused on  
better understanding their background and their needs. The outcome of the first exercise provides us 
with the following information on the needs of the stakeholders: 

 A local authority representative (innovation): The key need is linked to seeing the potential 
and value of actions linked to innovation within the heritage domain and its links with the 
general well-being of the community, the economy and innovation. 

 A GLAM expert/curator (innovation): There is a need guidance and lack resources to 
implement innovative solutions in their daily actions and projects. 

 An entrepreneur (innovation): They need to understand the (economic) value of collaborations 
and investments in innovation in heritage, require information on funding models and 
guidance on how to best work with GLAM and other heritage experts in order to make joint 
initiatives efficient. 

 An expert from an NGO active in CH (diplomacy): They need diplomatic know-how, specific 
skills, supportive networks, etc. and guidance mostly on the administrative/ political level and 
cultural specificities. 

 A diplomat (diplomacy): They need to understand the value of heritage as an instrument 
enabling sustainable intercultural dialogue 

Second, the participants brain-stormed to generate creative and innovative ideas with regard to the 
formats and tools that should populate the ILUCIDARE final products. Lessons learnt here can be 
divided into two groups. 

Content of the ILUCIDARE final products 

 

 The resources should have a clear 
target group and should fit into its 
needs (main questions: why, for whom 
and what) 

 the resources need to find a balance 
between theoretic approach and 
pragmatic knowledge 

 the resources should include examples 
of case studies, practical knowledge 
sharing (testimonials, interviews), visual 

Style and layout of the ILUCIDARE final 
products 

 the layout and the general presentation 
form is crucial for the successful 
reception of the resources, hence they 
should be created in close collaboration 
with a UX expert and graphic designer 

 the resources should be attractive for both 
experience users (dig deeper, learn more 
option, layers of knowledge) as well as not 
experienced professionals  
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materials (storyboards, flowcharts) 
making the understanding easier 

 the resources should include a part 
dedicated to users and their needs, 
communication, workflows, especially 
focusing on (international- for 
diplomacy) collaboration between 
various sectors 

 

 the resources should be available both 
digitally and in a paper/analogue versions 
making the use as practical and inviting as 
possible 

 language and formats need to be adjusted 
to the requirements of the chosen target 
groups  

 

The feedback gathered during the interactive session run in line with the co-creation methodology, will 
feed first into D2.3 (Evaluation report of needs and user-preferences of stakeholders and target group) 
and finally into the development of the ILUCIDARE final products. 
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FOCUS GROUPS AND CO-CREATION ATELIERS IN 
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM (19 NOVEMBER 2019) 

Introduction 

AGENDA AND SET-UP 

A total of 2 Focus Groups and 8 Co-Creation Ateliers were organised in Les Ateliers des Tanneurs in 
Brussels on 19 November 2019. These events were co-organised by ILUCIDARE lead partner KU Leuven, 
IMEC (SMIT - Studies in Media, Innovation & Technology and imec.livinglabs) and KEA. The overall aim 
of these events  was to further develop and co-create our knowledge on heritage-led innovation and 
how it can contribute to better international relations.  

In addition, we opted from an early stage to collaborate with the H2020 project ECHOES to ensure that 
the outputs of these events for the heritage-led international relations pillar were sufficiently 
embedded in ongoing research efforts.  

The discussions to design and organise these events took place through telcos and several face-to-
face meetings at the Brussel offices of IMEC (29/06/2019, 04/11/2019, 21/11/2019). 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND SUBDIVISION OF TOPICS  

The initial discussions between KUL, IMEC and KEA on how to design the Focus Groups and Co-Creation 
Ateliers, where based on the results of task 2.4, which entailed an evaluation and testing of existing 
heritage-led innovations and diplomacy mechanisms. These discussions were also a source to 
translate these results of task 2.4 into an end-user version innovation handbook and international 
relations toolbox. 

Based on the working definitions on heritage-led innovation and international relations, the main gaps 
in the evidence research, as well as the need to develop these scientific result into operational end 
usable handbook with well-defined barriers and enablers for implementing such projects the partners 
decided to subdivide the events into 2 Focus Groups and 8 Co-Creation Ateliers. 

The 2 Focus Groups dealt with 2 separate topics and targeted to retrieve information from ca. 6-8 
experts in the field. The Focus Groups were designed for a timespan of ca. 3h30. The 8 Co-Creation 
Ateliers dealt with 4 separate topics, which were repeated in 2 rounds. The aim was to retrieve 
information form experts, alongside with practitioners and the ILUCIDARE consortium members. Each 
Co-Creation Atelier round was designed with a timespan of ca. 1h30. 

In practice, the day subdivided as follows:   

 09h30 – 12h00 | Focus groups on heritage-led innovation and diplomacy 

 14h00 – 15h30 | 1st round of co-creation ateliers on heritage-led innovation and diplomacy 

 16h00 – 17h30 | 2nd round of co-creation ateliers on heritage-led innovation and diplomacy 

Following is an overview of the topics tackled by each Focus Group and Co-Creation Atelier, their main 
goal and the information that was envisaged to be extracted from the participants.  

focus group | heritage-led innovation 
The goal of this focus group is to have a group discussion with 6-8 experts in the heritage-led 
innovation domain to get more detailed (theoretical) insights and explanations on findings from 
previous research finding in the ILUCIDARE project. Within this focus group we want to extract 
deeper insights into the elements that can ensure a broader range of heritage-led innovations: 

 How can we ensure that more heritage-led innovations focus on / make the link with: 
 Ecological innovations; 
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 And focus on more than one PESTLE category? 
 How can we ensure that more heritage-led innovations focus on business models and 

commodities? 
focus group | heritage-led diplomacy 

The goal of this focus group is to have a group discussion with 6-8 experts in the heritage-led 
diplomacy domain to get more detailed (theoretical) insights and explanations on findings from 
previous research finding in the ILUCIDARE project. Within this focus group we want to extract 
deeper insights into the following research questions: 

 What developments are necessary for facilitating social, political and cultural flows and 
cross-fertilisation of efforts in heritage-led diplomacy? 

 To what extent do legacies of colonialism hinder the success of heritage-led diplomatic 
initiatives? 

 
Co-Creation Atelier A | heritage-led innovation – heritage as a resource 

The goal of this co-creation workshop is to focus on how specific problems can be tackled, starting 
from the practical and operational experiences of practitioners on heritage-led innovation. Together 
with 8 practitioners we will go more into detail on the factors and mechanisms that can make 
heritage-led innovation successful and on the barriers. Hereby we will focus on heritage as a 
resource (cultural and creative industries, intangible services) 

Co-Creation Atelier B | heritage-led innovation – assimilations of innovations 
The goal of this co-creation workshop is to focus on how specific problems can be tackled, starting 
from the practical and operational experiences of practitioners on heritage-led innovation. Together 
with 8 practitioners we will go more into detail on the factors and mechanisms that can make 
heritage-led innovation successful and on the barriers. Hereby we will focus on assimilations and 
heritage driven innovations – technologies and commodities. 

Co-Creation Atelier C | heritage-led innovation – international relations 
The goal of this co-creation workshop is to focus on how specific elements of heritage-led 
innovation for international relations can be improved, starting from the practical and operational 
experiences of practitioners. Together with practitioners we will go more into detail on the factors 
and mechanisms that can be used to operationalize and upscale heritage-led innovations in other 
locations. Other research questions that can be tackled during this co-creation are:  

 How can we ensure that heritage-led international relation building initiatives (e.g. 
capacity-building) are centred on the heritage, resources and needs of local communities? 

 What are the most effective strategies of ensuring the long-term sustainability of heritage-
led international relation building initiatives? (cross-fertilisation, flows, etc.) 

Co-Creation Atelier D | heritage-led diplomacy – EU and UN cross-synergies 
The goal of this co-creation atelier is to focus on how we can stimulate cross synergy between 
international organisations and EU policy and how we can integrate between EU policy and 
international organizations, such as the UN. Together with practitioners we will focus more briefly 
on this topic and following research questions: 

 How can the European Union effectively integrate heritage into its other diplomatic 
initiatives? 

 (How can the European Union optimally partner with both state and non-state actors in 
funding heritage-led diplomatic initiatives, whilst ensuring that the core objectives of the 
initiatives are upheld?) 

Within this co-creation atelier a sensitive topic is handled, therefore it is possible that during the 
atelier the moderator had to rescope or change the flow of the session. 

DESIGN ACCORDING TO RE-OCCURING STRUCTRE 

Based on the research questions and goal defined for each Focus Group and Co-Creation Atelier, a 
specific flow was designed for each workshop. To enable cross-referencing of results over the 
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different Focus Groups and Co-Creation Ateliers, it was opted to use a structure consisting of specific 
re-occurring categories: 

 Presentation of previous findings 

 Explaining the current state individually 

 Explaining the current state in group 

 Identifying challenges for current state 

 Future state based on observed challenges  

The methods used to interact with the participants in each of these re-occurring categories were 
selected from two main sources: 

1\ The User Innovation Toolbox, which is part of the methodological approach of imec.livinglabs, is a 
card set to be consulted when looking for appropriate and inspiring methods or tools when doing user-
centric innovation research. This is a collection of over 70 user-centric innovation research methods 
suited for agile innovation development environments and multidisciplinary R&D teams. The goals of 
this card set are: 

 to help you design and plan an innovation trajectory that safeguards user-centricity (from the 
idea-generation phase until the post-launch phase); 

 to provide a (non-exhaustive) overview of scientific and inspiring user-research methods and 
tools; 

 to decide which methods to use, based on sample sizes, product maturity and type of 
knowledge; 

 to provide impetus for further reading. 

2\ The ILUCIDARE Co-creation and Capacity Building Toolkit (D2.4), which was specifically designed to 
be applied in different phases of the project, and particular for the Focus Groups and Co-Creation 
ateliers.  

PROFILE AND BIAS OF PARTICIPANTS 

As noted, the Focus Groups targeted ca. 6-8 expert participants each and the Co-Creation Ateliers 
smaller mixed groups of experts, alongside with practitioners and the ILUCIDARE consortium 
members. 

The complete list of participants for the 2 Focus Groups and 8 Co-Creation Ateliers can be found in 
annex 2. Below is a short overview of the total number: 

 14 EU and international experts; 

 3 ILUCIDARE Advisory Members; 

 3 experts from H2020 synergy projects; 

 11 ILUCIDARE consortium members.  

It was opted to not provide the participants with detailed information on the goals and research 
questions that would be tackled during the different events, to enable an open minded sessions that 
draw on the combined experiences and knowledge of the invited participants. The aim was to create 
cross-over ideas and new results, rather than prepared answers. 

However, given that heritage-led innovation and diplomacy are rather new and complex topics to be 
dealt with, the participants were given information on the ILUCIDARE working definitions for these 
topics.   

Finally, each participants was explained at the beginning of the session what the aim of each Focus 
Groups and Co-Creation Atelier was and how it would benefit the ILUCIDARE project. Consequently 

https://ilucidare.eu/about/heritage-led-innovation-and-diplomacy
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there were asked the sign the ILUCIDARE informed consent form (D3.1) before participating in the 
discussions. To ensure the anonymization of data, the description of the results and outcomes of the 
Focus Groups and Co-Creation Ateliers was done in an overall distilled format, whereby the names of 
the participants are not linked to specific verbatim quotes.  

1. Focus group heritage-led innovation  

INTRODUCTION 

This focus group on heritage-led innovation (HLI) focussed on all three types of innovation defined by 
ILUCIDARE: heritage-driven innovation, assimilations of innovation and heritage as a resource. 

Main research question  

1\ How can we ensure that more heritage-led innovations focus on / make the link with: 

 Cross-sectoral collaborations (economic, social, governance, sectors) 

 Ecological innovations  

2\ How can we ensure that more heritage-led innovations focus on business models and commodities? 

09h30 – 12h00 
Moderator Heritiana Renaud Ranaivoson (ILUCIDARE | IMEC) 
Rapporteur Aziliz Vandesande (ILUCIDARE | KU Leuven), Jimena Quijano 

REPORT ON FOCUS GROUP FLOW  

09u30-10u00 Introduction 

Goal: participants can introduce themselves so that everyone gets to know each other 

Explanation to participants: To begin this focus group, we start with an introduction exercise, so that 
everyone gets to know each other. On the table you can find different postal cards, you can pick one 
postal card and introduce yourself based on elements that are on the postal cards, by for example 
linking objects on the cards to things you like or by making analogies. Each of you gets three minutes 
to introduce yourself. 

10u00-10u15 Presentation of previous findings 

Goal: the moderator gives a presentation on previous research findings in order to introduce the topic 
of the focus group and to give the participants a mutual understanding of the different terms that are 
being used (e.g. Ecological innovations, HLI focus on business models, etc.). 

Explanation to participants: moderator presents the introduction slides part of the ILUCIDARE 
coaching session and training modules (D3.7). 

10u15-10u25 Explaining the current state individually 

Goal: In this exercise we want to get as many reasons as possible from the experts why certain types 
of HLI occur less and others more. For this exercise it will be helpful if the frameworks are presented 
during the exercise. 

Explanation to participants: Based on the results of previous studies, we see that HLI can be divided 
into the type of innovation and the link with the PESTLE categories. Within this exercise we want to get 
as many explanations as possible on why certain types of innovations or categories occur more or less 
than others. We are very interested in why for example regarding the type of innovation business model 
innovations and commodities occurs less and regarding the PESTLE categories how we can let HLI 
innovations focus on more than one PESTLE category (e.g. Ecological). So, as a first exercise I want 
you to think individually about possible reasons for this. You have 5-10 minutes to think of reasons why 
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certain types of innovations or PESTLE categories occur. Please write one reason per post-it. After 5-
10 minutes, we will discuss all the reasons you’ve written down and cluster them. 

10u25-10u55 Explaining the current state in group 

Goal: In this exercise we want to assemble the individual insights of the experts in order to cluster the 
reasons why certain types/categories of HLI occur less/more and to have a discussion about this. 

Explanation to participants: you have all thought about possible reasons why certain types/categories 
of innovations occur more/less. We would like to discuss the reasons you’ve written down on the post-
its and if possible, to cluster these reasons. We would suggest that you sum up a reason each in turn 
and elaborate on the reasons. We will bring your post-its together on this wall. 

 
Figure: work in progress – developing an understanding of innovation categories  

10u55-11u05 Identifying challenges for current state 

Goal: select 2 challenges on which the experts want to brainstorm 

Explanation to the participants: In the previous exercise we’ve elaborated on the types of innovations 
and how they link up with the different PESTLE categories. We’ve seen some good practices but also 
some aspects that can be improved. You will all get two challenge cards. On these challenge cards you 
can write a challenge that triggered you based on these previous discussions. The challenges start 
with: how can we ensure that more HLI focus on ... When you have written down your two challenges, 
you can give them to us and we will stick them on the wall. After that you will receive two dots to identify 
the challenges that are most relevant for you. After that we will do a short break until 11u15. 

Goal: the moderator takes a look at the different challenges and ca. 2 challenges are selected to be 
further discussed in group. 

Results: 
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Social-led innovation 
Heritage-led innovation has a “social” challenge – e.g. donors want to see immediate social impact of 
their investment that aligns with SDG, or disadvantaged groups.  Versus normally HLI are oriented 
towards more bottom-up activities which create social impact along the way.  

Publicly led interventions: there might be side effects that were not anticipated, i.e. ‘tactical 
urbanism’. People want to control the way their community is used. They want to go toward 
democracy (use playgrounds for their children, but it's not always allowed). What the community 
wants are not always foreseen within policies. They just do it, start it and then the positive effect is 
accepted.  

Note: the safety of users is always a potential barrier of social-led innovations. Sometimes people 
want to use a site (e.g. a temple) and won’t accept the regulations required for developing a 
restoration project.  

Economic-led innovation 
Concern: who will benefit from public resources vs. private resources put into project might be 
tainted.  

How do you structure these projects and funds? It is very difficult to even start. 

No tax relief (social business) because of no legal status.   

You need to know who the end-user is. Example of a social business (FLOKK) which in itself, as a legal 
entity, does not exist in Serbia. You start thinking about the product and the value of the product in 
money. In Serbia, they cannot afford these products. We want to help local craftspeople in Serbia. 
But who will buy the products or services? Kick starter is an easy tool to first identify who is buying 
your product. An additional identified problems how to deliver there: we don’t have any help funding 
and grant > artisans: they don’t want to wait to be paid after to producing.  

Old branding is gone: we need new ways – e.g. Notre dame is in the news. v.s. role of culture in 
development (on governance). Find things that never have been done.  

Patent protection: it's not easy to get one…many loopholes. Many of the ideas are quite intangible. 

Legal and political concerns 
Legal barriers of private-public cooperation. They don’t allow the creation of mixed capital society – 
al lot of what we see in adaptive re-use is consequence of PPP. Concern for transparency, solution: 
to do advocacy/ legal system is blocking PPP collaborations; evident in the urban areas. Show that it 
works if well done.  

Lack of support/awareness by politicians. They only recently started thinking on HA, it was mostly 
CCI fighting. Reflected in the legal structure. 

Technical concerns 
Technical maturity. Becomes a barrier Living landscape project in Sampi land If they don’t know how 
to use an app or download it becomes a barrier.  

You need to train inhabitants to make sure the innovation is sustainable (they can create association) 
To convince them on changing their methods or accepting technology. Also, a change of mentality. 

Technical and social solutions: need for strategies to mitigate climate change. Usually only about 
social mitigation. Two need to go hand in hand. How to penetrate technical information in 
communities in areas that are in danger.  

11u15-11u50 Future state based on challenges of experts 

Goal: In this final exercise we want to let the experts brainstorm on two challenges to see which 
solutions they propose in order to solve the challenges. 
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Explanation to the participants: Based on the previous step, the two challenges that got the most votes 
are: x and y. In the next exercise we will divide the group in two. We want you to think of possible 
solutions for the challenge via this problem-solution matrix. These solutions can be (1) solutions that 
already exist today, think of best practices or (2) new solutions. You get 15’ to discuss in your group on 
possible solutions. After that you can present the solutions (5’ presentation) to the other group and 
further elaborate on the solutions. 

Results: 

Legal environment (risk & opportunity) 
People should be aware of the value of heritage (e.g. increase the level of heritage education). 
Appreciation is a definite long-term solution.  

Multi interest holder institutions: when heritage is discussed in the cultural sector, most 
commissions are composed of rectors, cultural elite. All the other interest holders are not present. 
Should be on a lower scale. Places that allow other views to boil down to be discussed.  

Enabling environment: tax climate (simplicity, does not obstruct), recognition of intangible service.  

Bringing together the planning authority to ensure integrated decisions (all jurisdictions together, 
without interfering with each other) 

HLI cooperation 
Participants are opposed to landmark commissions with Public Private Participation, when the goals 
are solely promoting development – economic development within constraints of heritage. 

Priority is economic development: involve local businesses as they can promote the idea of 
awareness in the community, interesting for high-level profiles.  

“Business improvement district” sometimes linked to social activities, e.g. soup kitchen.  

Grass root efforts: to gain public recognition.  

Rural areas: lack of integration between newcomers and traditional inhabitants: small groups of 
people who want to make a change. How does this become implemented on a high level? 

Evidencing impact (short and long-term) 
“Forget about the short term” it does not exist in this context. 

Use social media to promote acceptance to change. 

Baseline study: KPI identification. Vs the intangible impact.  

Measure: Customer satisfaction – mitigate gentrification: evidence the market price 

Measure: Improvement of the public reality – safety…satisfaction. The quality of spaces people use. 

Identify end-users 
Community dialogue to find out what people want – bring them all together. To implement economic 
growth, ensure the best presentation, safety, etc. 

Diversify the range of interests into one big bag of institutional set-ups for reconciliation. Themain 
aim is to find the common denominator . 

Identity: there is a different social mix as in the past. How to use mixed spaces, how to attract 
different people (e.g. food court) and make sure that the original members get benefits as the 
function changes. To integrate different groups of people using the same space.  

Needs & expectations of inhabitants: there is an obvious need to defend the interest of inhabitants. 
Ensure that the original users get benefits while the community changes. What are their 
requirements? 
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Are we actually using the heritage, who uses it? Or are we just exploiting it, are we affected by it? 
Solution: stakeholder mapping - who and what is the stake and who has the power to influence? 

Look at the value of what we are offering to whom, as for each user the value of heritage is different. 

11u50 Wrap-up 

Goal: Thank participant, explain what will happen with the results and go to conclusions 

Explanation to the participants: The focus group is almost finished, we already would like to thank you 
for your interesting input and feedback. As a final conclusion, we would like to hear your main take-
away from this focus group. However, each take-away can only be mentioned once. 

Results: 

1\ A good learning opportunity, to get different perspectives and from different professions. 
Enlightening.– I like the concept of cultural territories something that I will bring with me. 

2\ A very interesting discussion, it’s a very good matrix where there is more density in each box now. It 
is interesting to see many of my ideas in the position of your matrix – to organize my head. Every idea 
has many views. 

3\ It is very important to think what place are we going to give to heritage in the new model of the 
society, as far as we are living a very important social mutation. 

4\ HLI: it seems to be in line with SDG – innovation is the buzz word of achieving the SDG – in that 
context, heritage needs to align itself with other sectors: particularly environmental and urban, in order 
to really raise its visibility as one of the elements that it’s critical to have in these situations. It’s not well 
integrated into SDGs – we have to figure out how to demonstrate the relevance of what heritage 
represents as an asset, to a wider community of people that are not thinking about it at all.  

5\ How different experts from different fields find common problems and common solutions to them. 
Interdisciplinary. How we have to agree and find relationships to solve the problems. 

6\ It’s a great experience to sit with so many experts in the field to hear these common problems. For 
me and my organization, I prove for myself that we think the same thing, and we are on the right path: 
questioning big problems in heritage even in a small company. 

2. Focus group heritage-led diplomacy 

INTRODUCTION 

This focus group on heritage-led diplomacy (HLD) focussed on all three types of diplomacy defined by 
ILUCIDARE: heritage within diplomacy, heritage-driven diplomacy, shared heritage.  

Main research question  

1\  What developments are necessary for facilitating social, political and cultural flows and cross-
fertilisation of efforts in heritage-led diplomacy? 

2\ To what extent do legacies of colonialism hinder the success of heritage-led diplomatic initiatives? 

09h30 – 12h00 
Moderator Clémentine Daubeuf (ILUCIDARE | KEA) 
Rapporteur Joshua Davis (ILUCIDARE | KU Leuven), Cristina Clopot (ECHOES | University of Hull), 
Helena Haugli 

REPORT ON FOCUS GROUP FLOW  

09u30-10u00 Introduction 

Goal: participants can introduce themselves so that everyone gets to know each other. 
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Explanation to participants: To begin this focus group, we start with an introduction exercise, so that 
everyone gets to know each other. On the table you can find different postal cards, you can pick one 
postal card and introduce yourself based on elements that are on the postal cards, by for example 
linking objects on the cards to things you like or by making analogies. Each of you gets three minutes 
to introduce yourself. 

 
Figure: work in progress – focus group on heritage-led international relations  

10u00-10u15 Presentation of previous findings 

Goal: the moderator gives a presentation on previous research findings in order to introduce the topic 
of the focus group and to give the participants a mutual understanding of the different terms that are 
being used (e.g. Social, political and cultural flows, cross-fertilisation of heritage-led diplomacy, etc.). 

Explanation to participants: moderator presents the introduction slides part of the ILUCIDARE 
coaching session and training modules (D3.7). 

10u15-10u20 Explaining the current state individually 

Goal: In this exercise we want to get as many reasons as possible from the experts why certain types 
of HLD are successful and others are not. This will be a starting point to start a discussion on the role 
of legacies of colonialism. 

Explanation to participants to the participants: Based on the results of previous studies, we want to 
dig deeper into the reasons why certain types or actions of HLD are successful and others not. Within 
this exercise we want to get as many explanations as possible on this topic. So, as a first exercise I 
want you to think individually about possible reasons for the success of HLD. For this exercise, I will 
give you 5 minutes. Please write one reason per post-it. After 5 minutes, we will discuss all the reasons 
you’ve written down and cluster them. 
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Figure: work in progress – enablers and barriers for heritage-led international relations  

10u20-10u55 Explaining the current state in group 

Goal: In this exercise we want to assemble the individual insights of the experts in order to cluster the 
reasons why certain types/categories of HLD are more successful than others. Here we will also focus 
on the topic around colonialism. 

Explanation to participants to the participants: you have all thought about possible reasons why certain 
types/categories of Heritage-led diplomacy are more successful than others. We would like to discuss 
the reasons you’ve written down on the post-its and if possible, to cluster these reasons. We would 
suggest that you sum up a reason each in turn and elaborate on the reasons. We will bring your post-its 
together on this wall. 

During this exercise, the moderator probes on colonialism: 

 How does the factors relate to colonialism? 

 Can legacies of colonialism hinder the success of HLD diplomatic initiatives? And how? 
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 Can legacies of colonialism increase the success of HLD diplomatic initiatives? And how? 

Results: 

Enablers 
basis / environment / triggers 

 Shared history, shared demography (diaspora), linguistic links 
 World Heritage / “shaped heritage” generally accepted concept (e.g. UNESCO with World 

Listing), that makes it easier to collaborate internationally  
 Climate change action can drive further action 

stakeholders 
 Citizens groups, civil society (including artists) 
 Cultural institutes 
 Public and private funders (e.g. EU programmes and private foundations) 
 Municipal departments / cities and regions (decentralised model) 
 Universities  

principles of action 
 Shared vision and interpretations of the past & shared agency (willingness to truly share 

power) 
 Mutual respect, listening mode 
 Proper dialogue and a willingness to engage and understand local concerns  
 Trust 
 Transparency in needs and goals 

means of action 
 Timeframe & context 
 Courage and personal commitment 
 Time to prepare, carry out the action and evaluate 
 Participatory mode of governance 
 Healthy competition between funders (as long as it is done properly –can reduce issues 

pertaining to property speculation) 
 Addressing sensitive periods of history through the arts, culture and CH 
 Access to broad international networks 
 Networking for synergic action that is trust and results-based and creates shared vision 
 Access to information for stakeholders 
 Taking inspiration in the wealth of existing initiatives, actors & tools 
 Empowering young people to revisit history 
 Growing awareness among civil society 

other remarks 
 Cultural diplomacy can act as a helpful starting point for tangible immovable heritage renewal 
 Heritage is easier to cooperate on in international relations in Asia 
 Heritage is a more accessible area in Asia compared to contemporary creativity: it is often 

easier to raise funds for heritage projects in Asia compared to for contemporary creation 
projects which can be perceived as too alternative, alienating local culture (from the point of 
view of local or national authorities) 

 Heritage an accessible form of cultural diplomacy for governments, perceived as less risky 
(linked to national identity) 

 
Barriers 

conceptual / intangible barriers 
 Discourse between heritage diplomacy and cultural relations – the relations can be an access 

route, but its lack of accountability is a barrier (see below). 
  ‘Diplomacy’ and ‘cultural relations’ are loaded terms, used at institutional level they can be 

perceived as very different on the ground. 
 Professionals are sometimes ‘suspicious’ of being ‘used’ in diplomacy projects 
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 ‘Shared heritage’ is sometimes a new concept for some countries where contestation is 
evident. 

 Political sensitivity, contested heritage in conflict or post-conflict zones. Heritage could be 
very sensitive: need mature, tactful & experienced project managers as interlocutors. 

 Colonial heritage and post-colonial relations: 
 Problem of colonial heritage and debate over how to preserve colonial heritage, e.g. 

British colonial heritage in Myanmar. 
 Power relations in a post-colonial context and setting (the EU perceived as a colonial 

power) 
 Colonial mindset is present – even unconsciously, and it creeps into project discourse 

– the ‘colonial gaze’ – slips in inadvertently 
 Difference between EU Member States with colonial legacies, and those without, such as 

Poland 
stakeholders 

 Competition between competing entities (international organisations, consulting 
companies, NGOs etc. 

 Push for extra-budgetary work creates corporatism which drives corporate 
competitiveness in initiatives means that agency concerns are key rather than local 
concerns. 

 Complexity of actors and initiatives can create diverging goals 
 Not understanding or identifying different expectations at the start 
 Involvement of banks creates problems. 

operational barriers 
 Funding models and mechanisms: 

 Lack of funding and/or restriction on use of funding. 
 Funding is often available for short-medium-term projects but not for long-term 

networks. Lack of planning for sustainability of the action. 
 NGOs and consultancies that require results in order to get the next funding 

package will inherently portray failures as success. Bureaucrats will be paid 
regardless and so will therefore not fall into this trap. 

 Model in which you need to give back all money if it is not spent within a certain time 
window. 

 Embargoes dry up funding and prevent access by state actors to local authorities. 
 Accountability rules for international action 

 Excessive accountability and too complicated reporting formats can lead to 
corruption 

 The current state of accountability in the UN does not have local concerns in its 
mind. Lack of enablers to implement participatory approach – a lot of time to guide 
local partners on how to fill in reporting and deliver (it becomes very bureaucratic)  

 Corruption – despite the accountability  
 Dependence on results to get funding – impossibility of being “honest” (e.g. Covering 

up in UN reporting that occurs) 
 Time pressure over deadlines 
 Lack of HR or expertise 
 Achieving balance between local knowledge and foreign technical expertise 
 Unfair competition of international NGOs  Instead of capacity building these NGOs “steal” 

the local experts with unfair competition (high salary…)  
 Social issue in heritage cities  urban mobility, urban rubbish issue… other political 

priorities / however, cultural diplomacy can be a starting point to address other points 
 Tourism is not necessarily good for locals but on the other hand it might bring in 

something positive  
 Things gets lost in translation – local actors have their own needs 
 Carrying out activities in fragile contexts (e.g. political context but not only) 
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11u05-11u15 Current state exercise on drivers for social, political and cultural flows and cross-
fertilisation of efforts in HLD 

Goal: In this exercise we want to get as many reasons as possible from the experts for drivers for social, 
political and cultural flows and cross-fertilisation of efforts in HLD. This will be a starting point to start 
a discussion on developments that can be made to facilitate these flows and cross-fertilisation. 

Explanation to the participants: Based on the results of previous studies, we are interested to identify 
together with you main factors to increase the likelihood for cross-fertilisation and the facilitation of 
social, political and cultural flows. Therefore, we would like you to think of cross fertilisation in HLD-
initiatives, we want to get as many explanations as possible on factors that can initiate this cross-
fertilisation. So, I want you to think individually about possible reasons for the success of cross-
fertilisation in HLD. For this exercise, I will give you 5 minutes. Please write one reason per post-it. After 
5 minutes, we will discuss all the reasons you’ve written down and cluster them. 

11u15-11u50 Future state 

Goal: In this final exercise we want to let the experts brainstorm on the actions they and other 
organisations can set-up in order to facilitate the flows and the cross-fertilisation. 

Explanation to the participants: Based on the previous step, the two challenges that got the most votes 
are: x and y. In the next exercise we will divide the group in two. We want you to think of possible 
solutions for the challenge via this problem-solution matrix. These solutions can be (1) solutions that 
already exist today, think of best practices or (2) new solutions. You get 15’ to discuss in your group on 
possible solutions. After that you can present the solutions (5’ presentation) to the other group and 
further elaborate on the solutions. 

 
Figure: work in progress – first brainstorm on improving heritage-led international relations 
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Steps towards finding a solution for… 
Problem 1 – Colonial legacy, Euro-centric focus & top-down lack of local agency 

 Co-development of agendas 
 Knowledge exchange 
 Co-writing of history at the colonial level between actors and entities 
 Shift finding away from built heritage towards other forms of cultural heritage 
 Engage, listen, include and involve the world beyond Western Europe 
 Focus on cultural relations 
 View cultural heritage as a tool in cultural relations 
 Developing a critical mind-set 
 Investigate power relations and the exchange of views 

Problem 2 – Lack of planning and poor sustainability of relationships 
 Time to understand and contest power relations 
 Anchoring period for new relationships– new people to enter the project & also building of 

relationships outside of the project 
 Threefold operational plan: 

 Establishing network for operational model 
 Execution of project by national & local actors for teams to continue project 
 Total transfer capacity 

 Develop local revenue tools and funding models for local projects 
Problem 3 – Imbalance between tangible cultural heritage & intangible cultural heritage 

 Increase links in the use of contemporary digital tools 
 Look at links & impact between cultural heritage & contemporary creation 
 Issue of intellectual property in tangible & intangible cultural heritage – link of intellectual 

property with innovation 
Problem 4 – Accountability 

 Have a knowledge repository/atlas that works on finding a solution across different problems 
 Simplify reporting templates – make them more flexible 

Problem 5 – Instrumentalisation of cultural heritage 
 Very important to find a short balance and a short vision 
 There can be a risk of instrumentalisation by certain actors to further their own agenda, or 

exploit for their own purposes – better accountability is necessary with clear definitions 
 Have a large ecosystem of local actors 
 Involve actors such as universities 
 Have proper capacity building 
 Have clear governance models 

 

11u50-12u00 Wrap-up 

Goal: Thank participant, explain what will happen with the results and go to conclusions. 

Explanation to the participants: The focus group is almost finished; we already would like to thank you 
for your interesting input and feedback. As a final conclusion, we would like to hear your main take-
away from this focus group. However, each take-away can only be mentioned once. 

 Good to see that they are not the only one experiencing these barriers – others have the same 
barriers. 

 Successful format, everyone participated instead of one-way communication. Helpful to 
downscale diplomacy to a participatory level. 

 Helpful to think about diplomacy as a methodology – applicable at local, national and 
international levels 

 Diplomacy is a daunting topic, but in this Focus Groups it was downscaled to participatory level.  
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3. Co-creation atelier heritage-led innovation | heritage as a resource 

INTRODUCTION 

This Co-Creation Atelier focusses on one category of HLI: heritage as a resource, which occurs when 
heritage serves as the basis for the generation of new ideas or processes, and to foster new 
collaborations across disciplines.  

Main research question  

Which factors and mechanisms can make heritage-led innovation successful and which are barriers 
(focus: heritage as a resource – cultural and creative industries, intangible services)? 
 

14h00 – 15h30 1st round 16h00 – 17h30  2nd round 
Moderator Heritiana Renaud Ranaivoson 
(ILUCIDARE | IMEC) 

Rapporteur Clémentine Daubeuf (ILUCIDARE | 
KEA), Lydia Konstantinidou 

Moderator Heritiana Renaud Ranaivoson 
(ILUCIDARE | IMEC) 

Rapporteur Elisabetta Airaghi  (ILUCIDARE | 
KEA), Lydia Konstantinidou 

REPORT ON CO-CREATION ATELIER FLOW  

0’-10’ Introduction – ice-breaker 

Goal: participants can introduce themselves so that everyone gets to know each other. 

Explanation to participants: Explanation to participants: To begin this co-creation session, we start 
with an ice-breaker.  

 Icebreaker 1 (14u00) - Explanation: To begin this co-creation session, we start with an ice-
breaker. Think of your favourite heritage and introduce yourself based on this heritage, by for 
example linking characteristics of this heritage to things you like or by making analogies. Each 
of you gets 30 seconds to introduce yourself. 

 Icebreaker 2 (16u00) – Explanation: To begin this co-creation session, we start with an ice-
breaker. We will give you one minute in order to get to know your neighbour. After this minute, 
you’ll each get 30 second to introduce you neighbour, including his name, organization and 
hobby. 

10’-15’ Explanation heritage as a resource (cultural and creative industries, intangible services) 

Goal: make the participants familiar to heritage as a resource, with a focus on practical examples. 

Explanation: moderator presents the introduction slides part of the ILUCIDARE coaching session and 
training modules (D3.7). 

15’-35’ Current state – Experience map/journey in small groups 

Goal: Within this exercise the participants make a journey/experience map. This is a visualisation of 
how a user experiences a product/service/process in time through different touchpoints. The 
experience map will focus on the different steps in heritage-led innovations, from the beginning of an 
idea or project until the end of a project or a go-to-market. In this first exercise the participants will 
work together in smaller groups to make an individual user journey. 

Explanation to participants: In this co-creation atelier we would like to have more information on 
current heritage led innovation project and processes. In order to do this, we want to make a journey 
together with all of you to determine the different steps in heritage as a resource projects and to 
identify positive aspects and negative aspects or frustrations in these projects. In the first step I would 
like you to think in groups of ca. two on the big steps that are taken in projects related to heritage as a 
resource. When you’ve defined the key steps, you have to draw an experience line for each step, for 
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example is this line is above the arrow it means it was a positive experience, if the line is deep below 
the arrow, this steps has some negative experiences. When you have done this, we want you to 
describe all the ups and downs in the process. You get 20’ to do this per two. After 20 minutes, we will 
discuss the timelines you’ve made. 

  
Figure: work in progress – participants discussing on cultural and creative industries  

35’-60’ Making a shared current state timeline 

Goal: Now that all the participants have made an individual timeline, we want to bring the information 
together in one timeline, based on the individual inputs.  

Explanation to participants: The moderator listens to all the inputs and combines it into one timeline. 
This consolidation can be done on a big flip chart paper. The moderator starts at the starting point at 
each timeline and via discussion the key steps are consolidated in one. In the end, the moderator 
discussed all the positive and negative aspects the participant mentioned in their individual timeline. 

Results: 

The participants agreed on the following steps in order to create a HLI, with heritage as a resource: 

1. Knowledge acquisition  
2. Understand the needs 
3. Map stakeholders 
4. Meet and listen to the community  
5. Tailored storytelling (potentially using AR/VR) 
6. Open to varying processes 
7. Compilation: bringing together ideas // (alternative: prototyping and testing 
8. Continuous monitoring, mentoring and evaluation 
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60’-80’ Future state – thinking of solutions 

Goal: In this exercise we want to think about the negative experiences on the timeline and think about 
possible solutions based on for example best practices by having a group discussion. 

Explanation to participants: Together we created this timeline in which negative experiences for 
creating heritage as a resource innovations are mapped. In the coming 20’ we want to dig deeper in 
possible solutions for these negative experiences. 

 How can we ensure that heritage as a resource projects become more successful? 

 Which are the biggest negative aspects you want to find solutions for? 

 If relevant: How can we ensure that more heritage-led innovations are more attractive for the 
business sector? 

 If relevant: How can we ensure that also rural areas can benefit from heritage-led innovations? 

 If relevant: How can we ensure that there is no missed potential for spill-over to other sectors? 

Results: 

The participants created an experience map based on the steps identified in the previous sub-
category, implying that for each of the 8 steps specific points of satisfaction and dissatisfaction were 
clustered. An overall remark by the participants was that processes in cultural and creative industries 
are very tangible towards value creation. Video games or other products or services should be 
considered very different from making a museum. 

 
Figure: work in progress – how do cultural and creative industries come about?   

Satisfaction in the heritage-led innovation initiative 
Step 1: wealth of knowledge, discovery 
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Step 2: Understanding needs: brainstorming is positive. Great to learn about the different needs and 
brainstorm about solutions. This is more difficult when in the administrative part.  

Step 4: You need to create a community of people who really care about space despite who is the 
owner. They can be creative about how to keep it alive (also important for step 8). Also positive: they 
know every individual they impact in the process 

Step 5: Narrative – e.g. Small museum in Dublin which acts as a facilitator for visitors to meet 
someone from the city (host). They have changed the semantic aspect. You need people from 
different backgrounds and fields for knowledge not to become an obstacle, someone else can come 
with new approach to blow up usual patterns and practices. Multidisciplinary story telling. 

Points of dissatisfaction in the heritage-led innovation initiative 
Step 1: access to archives and data 

Step 2: administrative, legal and financial limitations/restrictions. It can prevent from working in a 
transparent way 

Step 4: Community, region, the city can be negative when the general public is not aligned with the 
project or the municipality/local authorities. Your local community can be your ally or an element that 
impairs the whole process. Sometimes people are more enthusiastic than it should and that could 
also cause problems; because opinions tend to be strong. 

Step 5: Interacting with people: we need more storytellers. 

Step 8: Depends on context – example from reproducing an ecosystem in a non-invasive way in the 
United Arab Emirates; because of all museums in Abu Dhabi considered as alienating elements not 
representing the community (European way of displaying, very technological). Interview community 
(collective memory) in videos. Engage and have them as end users at end of project. However at the 
end of the project, the ecosystem system collapsed because no there was no capacity building 
onsite. The local authorities didn’t care about training people to keep it alive. Loss of institutional 
memory 

80’-90’ Wrap-up 

Goal: Thank participants, explain what will happen with the results and go to conclusions. 

Explanation to participants: The co-creation workshop is almost finished, we already would like to 
thank you for your interesting input and feedback. As a final conclusion, we would like to hear your main 
take-away from this co-creation workshop. However, each take-away can only be mentioned once. 

Results: 

 Difficult to bring innovation and heritage together. Not something that is easy to identify. Apart 
from talking about tech innovation, the rest is very difficult area to investigate (processes, 
products…) 

 Multidisciplinarity difficult. Innovation very much context based, think out of the box 
everywhere 

 Confirmation that when we talk about processes and experiences even with a common goal or 
topic, every process is different. You have to go tailor-made everywhere. 

 Multidisciplinary stories and perspectives. We need more storytellers. 

4. Co-creation atelier heritage-led innovation | assimilation of innovation 

INTRODUCTION 

This Co-Creation Atelier focusses on one category of HLI: assimilation of innovation, takes place when 
innovations developed in other fields are applied to heritage assets, thus allowing for: new uses, 
improvement of preservation, promotion of decision-making or provision of management support.  
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Main research question  

Which factors and mechanisms can make heritage-led innovation successful and which are barriers  
(focus: assimilations and heritage driven innovations – technologies and commodities)? 

14h00 – 15h30 1st round 16h00 – 17h30  2nd round 
Moderator Annabel Georges (ILUCIDARE | IMEC) 

Rapporteur Lorena Aldana-Ortega (ILUCIDARE | 
Europa Nostra), Jimena Quijano 

Moderator Annabel Georges (ILUCIDARE | IMEC) 

Rapporteur Lorena Aldana-Ortega (ILUCIDARE | 
Europa Nostra), Jimena Quijano 

REPORT ON CO-CREATION ATELIER FLOW  

0’-10’ Introduction – ice-breaker 

Goal: participants can introduce themselves so that everyone gets to know each other. 

Explanation to participants: To begin this co-creation session, we start with an ice-breaker.  

 Icebreaker 1 (14u00) - Explanation: To begin this co-creation session, we start with an ice-
breaker. Think of your favourite heritage and introduce yourself based on this heritage, by for 
example linking characteristics of this heritage to things you like or by making analogies. Each 
of you gets 30 seconds to introduce yourself. 

 Icebreaker 2 (16u00) – Explanation: To begin this co-creation session, we start with an ice-
breaker. We will give you one minute in order to get to know your neighbour. After this minute, 
you’ll each get 30 second to introduce you neighbour, including his name, organization and 
hobby. 

10’-15’ Explanation heritage as a resource (cultural and creative industries, intangible services) 

Goal: make the participants familiar to heritage as a resource, with a focus on practical examples. 

Explanation: moderator presents the introduction slides part of the ILUCIDARE coaching session and 
training modules (D3.7). 

15’-35’ Current state – Experience map/journey in small groups 

Goal: Within this exercise the participants make a journey/experience map. This is a visualisation of 
how a user experiences a product/service/process in time through different touchpoints. The 
experience map will focus on the different steps in heritage-led innovations, from the beginning of an 
idea or project until the end of a project or a go-to-market. In this first exercise the participants will 
work together in smaller groups to make an individual user journey. 

Explanation to participants: In this co-creation atelier we would like to have more information on 
current heritage led innovation project and processes. In order to do this, we want to make a journey 
together with all of you to determine the different steps in heritage as a resource projects and to 
identify positive aspects and negative aspects or frustrations in these projects. In the first step I would 
like you to think in groups of ca. two on the big steps that are taken in projects related to heritage as a 
resource. When you’ve defined the key steps, you have to draw an experience line for each step, for 
example is this line is above the arrow it means it was a positive experience, if the line is deep below 
the arrow, this steps has some negative experiences. When you have done this, we want you to 
describe all the ups and downs in the process. You get 20’ to do this per two. After 20 minutes, we will 
discuss the timelines you’ve made. 

Results:  

Smaller group brainstorm based on the case of Living Landscape project that aims and valorising 
Suomi heritage (funded by the Interreg EU programme) 

identified steps 
1. Museums recognise a need in society and then map available resources  
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2. Create a consortium/find partners  
3. Write a project proposal  
4. Find funding  
5. Engage end-users  
6. Museum collects content  
7. Test phase, Identify risks and obstacles 

main challenges encountered 
Different views on what can be done: lack of a common vision, different language 

Risk of opening heritage up: heritage that local communities consider as sacred becomes vulnerable 
(to mass tourism, to miss-appropriation etc.). 

Difficult to balance the innovation with what’s acceptable for the community 

 
Smaller group brainstorm based on the project Cater Eris in Ecuador, which is a mix of assimilation 

and cultural-heritage driven innovation. The project revolves around traditional knowledge and 
traditional material production (ceramics) used for historic buildings. 

identified steps 
1. Identify an opportunity to create value for local producers (need to diversify products, 

specialize themselves).  
2. Identify a current problem – analyse the current business model and reflect on how can this 

be improved (most of the profits were going to the intermediaries, instead of the local 
produces). 

3. Improve knowledge on the process (on materials, distribution, market, etc.) 
4. Interaction between actors: University professors, local community and also artists to 

develop new designs for the tiles. 
5. Technological improvements were needed to produce these designs (e.g. molds). 
6. Training and working with local producers to enhance production. 
7. Organise exhibitions in the city to open-up the innovation and increase the market. 
8. Create a manual for local production, also so that the model can be copied in other places, 

share experience.  
main challenges encountered 

Difficult to start, need to collect information which is not always accessible (in particular since the 
initiator was the University, not the local community itself). 

The initiator of the project was not the community (it was a top-down process). 

Fear/resistance to change in the market (gradually there is more satisfaction from all stakeholders 
involved but this takes time). 

Challenge for training: the available time that people are willing to invest is limited.  

Competition between local/traditional technology versus new materials and foreign products, which 
depends on perception of the people (e.g. adobe versus concrete. Local communities not always 
understand the added value of adobe). 

 
Smaller group brainstorm based on an assimilation of innovation: the project Artivive, aiming at 

bringing Augmented Reality into museums 
identified steps 

1. Identify an opportunity/need: people are not going to the museum as often as they should. 
People have difficulties to understand AR technology (hard for them to relate, different way 
to consume content). People are looking for an experience when attending museums, as 
they are sometimes seen as old fashioned and pretentious. 

2. Convince museums that they should trust the technology, explain to them how it can be 
useful. 
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3. Define opportunities for interactive content  
4. Engage museum professionals (they need to be open/receptive and commit to the use of 

technology as a long-term process) 
5. Organise a workshop with museum institution + innovators to understand needs and how to 

better support the process 
6. Create interactive content  
7. Find funding  
8. Plan for the long-term (implement exhibition, implement survey /evaluation, create a 2-3 

year plan to continue using the technology).  
main challenges encountered 

Resistance to change and new approaches, which creates frustration  

Lack of funding  

Difficulty for heritage institutions to be business-minded  

Lack of long-term view (e.g. not only to integrate technology in a single exhibition, but in a more 
structured way). 

Need to evaluate: did AR increase the number of visitors? Did people like it? Etc.  

Educational challenges: some people are not used to these technologies 

 
Smaller group brainstorm based on a project aiming to create a public space in a neighbourhood of 

Barcelona 
identified steps 

1. Launch a call for ideas/proposals by local authorities  
2. A Private-public mechanism to finance the activity is established  
3. Involve local community in the project  
4. Participatory approach: reaching an agreement among stakeholders 
5. Establish a steering committee (gathering donors, organisation implementing project, 

volunteers of the community, etc.).  
6. Ensure sustainability / long-term: income-generation possibilities  

main challenges encountered 
Ensure continuity and  sustainability – not a one-off events 

 
Smaller group brainstorm based on a pilot project aiming at bringing heritage into Belgian schools 

with the objective of giving 8-10 year old kids self-confidence/skills 
identified steps 

1. Starting point: solve an issue/contribute to solve a problem. Relying on heritage as a tool. 
2. Contract or Memorandum of Understanding between the different stakeholders: teacher, 

families, kids, experts, artists. Agree on an idea, agree on modalities of participation. 
3. Immediate Outcome: heritage exhibition with the work created by the kids. 
4. Long-term expected Outcomes: sustain the Pilot project.  

 
Smaller group brainstorm based on a heritage-led innovation project in Kosovo 

identified steps 
1. Identify and list problems, understanding them. 
2. Match problems with solutions, also coming from other sections (assimilation). 
3. Gather a relevant group of people who have problems (end-users), and people who have 

solutions ( ‘Engine group’), creating an exchange. 
4. Seek for funds or do a good business plan. 
5. Implementation and ensure Sustainability. 

main challenges encountered 
Ensure continuity and  sustainability – not a one-off events 
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35’-60’ Making a shared current state timeline 

Goal: Now that all the participants have made an individual timeline, we want to bring the information 
together in one timeline, based on the individual inputs.  

Explanation to participants: The moderator listens to all the inputs and combines it into one timeline. 
This consolidation can be done on a big flip chart paper. The moderator starts at the starting point at 
each timeline and via discussion the key steps are consolidated in one. In the end, the moderator 
discussed all the positive and negative aspects the participant mentioned in their individual timeline. 

Results: 

Merged steps into a shared timeline for groups in 1st round  
identified steps 

1. Start from a problem/opportunity (need) 
2. Find suitable partners 
3. Change mind-sets / engage stakeholders 
4. Find funding 
5. Implement 
6. Evaluate  

experience map 

 
Figure: work in progress – what are the different steps in activating heritage as a resource?   

 
Merged steps into a shared timeline for groups in 2nd round  

identified steps 
1. Identify Problems/solutions 
2. Try to match problems with solutions 
3. Set up an initiative and a financing plan - or apply for a call  
4. Set-up a  steering committee  
5. Implementation: Knowledge sharing/different competences and cooperation between 

partners is key 
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experience map 

 
Figure: work in progress – what are the different steps in activating heritage as a resource?   

60’-80’ Future state – thinking of solutions 

Goal: In this exercise we want to think about the negative experiences on the timeline and think about 
possible solutions based on for example best practices by having a group discussion. 

Explanation to participants: Together we created this timeline in which negative experiences for 
creating assimilations and heritage driven innovations – technologies and commodities - are mapped. 
In the coming 20’ we want to dig deeper in possible solutions for these negative experiences. 

 How can we ensure that assimilations and heritage driven innovations – technologies and 
commodities - projects become more successful? 

 Which are the biggest negative aspects you want to find solutions for? 

 If relevant: How can we ensure that more heritage-led innovations are more attractive for the 
business sector? 

 If relevant: How can we ensure that also rural areas can benefit from heritage-led innovations? 

 If relevant: How can we ensure that there is no missed potential for spill-over to other sectors? 

Results:  

Key Challenges encountered 
 Need for new platforms bringing together heritage with innovation: platforms bringing 

together innovators, business and heritage operators  
 Having the same understanding between different partners (same vision, mutual 

understanding, avoid conflict of interests).  
 Financial problems.  Difficult to access donors/financers (administrative burden, HR 

burden, limits in capacities) 
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 A general challenge in cultural sector: find a balance between cultural values and social 
/economic /environmental impacts. E.g. restore a certain building vs. adapt the building to 
local use. Balance between intrinsic and instrumental values.  

 Ensure local ownership (should not be perceived as something done by experts) and 
fostering a sense of responsibility of the project. 

 Ensure Follow-up/sustainability of the project  
 Evaluation can be difficult – accessing / gathering data. Need to monitor since the very 

start of the project.  Difficult to assess societal impact of heritage projects (e.g. impact on 
well-being) 

Potential solutions to challenges encountered 
 Need for a strong local leadership  
 Governance structure, level of democracy / transparency / engagement  
 Identify key players and having them on board from the beginning. Clear distribution of 

competences / roles / responsibilities. Learning also from failure.  
 Involve people different from the stakeholder.  
 Evaluate /  monitor process from day one – also to ensure sustainability. 
 Knowledge- exchange networks in order to identify problems and solutions.  
 Creation of a new platform where heritage / innovation / technology, can work together. 

Where there can be a link between problems and solutions. 
 A better exchange between those who has the information (like archaeologists), with those 

who have the knowledge of technology, and those who have the knowledge of creativity.  

80’-90’ Wrap-up 

Goal: Thank participants, explain what will happen with the results and go to conclusions. 

Explanation to participants: The co-creation workshop is almost finished, we already would like to 
thank you for your interesting input and feedback. As a final conclusion, we would like to hear your main 
take-away from this co-creation workshop. However, each take-away can only be mentioned once. 

Results: 

 How to reach young people through experiences (e.g. local workshops)? But also, not to forget 
the older generations that use other means (e.g.  traditional media, as T.V.).  

 Need to develop communication campaigns to show the value of traditional knowledge and 
heritage. 

 Difficult to change people mind-sets, which is the very first step to innovate.  
 Heritage sector is a vast and diverse field for innovation (from creative experiences to 

products), this can be a challenge.  
 Make heritage more available, understandable for citizens.  
 Understand the cost of losing the own cultural heritage (e.g. organise funeral for demolished 

buildings) is key to raise a critical mind set. 
 There are different problems in different geographical regions (e.g. Europe and Latin-

American), but solutions can be similar, we can learn from each other. 
 Inter-generational exchange is key (workshop with kids, family interactions parents-kids). 
 We realize what we lost when is already gone, we should organize a funeral before demolishing 

a monument to understand it’s impact. 

5. Co-creation atelier heritage-led innovation | international relations 

INTRODUCTION 

This Co-Creation Atelier combines the two main pillars of ILUCIDARE, heritage-led innovation (HLI) and 
heritage-led diplomacy (HLD). Concerning the latter, this Co-Creation Atelier is most closely related to 
heritage-driven diplomacy, which implies that heritage is the starting point of international 
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cooperation frameworks because of its specific political, social, cultural and economic impacts. In 
addition, this Co-Creation Atelier aims is to gain insight on the factors and mechanisms that can be 
used to operationalize and upscale heritage-led innovations in other (third) locations. 

Main research question 

What mechanisms can be used to operationalize and upscale heritage-led innovations in third counties 
and how do they affect international relations? 

14h00 – 15h30 1st round 16h00 – 17h30  2nd round 
Moderator Aziliz Vandesande (ILUCIDARE | KU 
Leuven) 

Rapporteur Maria Eugenia Sigencia (ILUCIDARE | 
U Cuenca), Ana Elisa Astudillo 

Moderator Aziliz Vandesande (ILUCIDARE | KU 
Leuven) 

Rapporteur Maria Eugenia Sigencia (ILUCIDARE | 
U Cuenca), Ana Elisa Astudillo 

REPORT ON CO-CREATION ATELIER FLOW  

0’-10’ Introduction – ice-breaker 

Goal: participants can introduce themselves so that everyone gets to know each other. 

Explanation to participants: To begin this co-creation session, we start with an ice-breaker.  

 Icebreaker 1 (14u00) - Explanation: To begin this co-creation session, we start with an ice-
breaker. Think of your favourite heritage and introduce yourself based on this heritage, by for 
example linking characteristics of this heritage to things you like or by making analogies. Each 
of you gets 30 seconds to introduce yourself. 

 Icebreaker 2 (16u00) – Explanation: To begin this co-creation session, we start with an ice-
breaker. We will give you one minute in order to get to know your neighbour. After this minute, 
you’ll each get 30 second to introduce you neighbour, including his name, organization and 
hobby. 

10’-15’ Explanation heritage as a resource (cultural and creative industries, intangible services) 

Goal: make the participants familiar to heritage as a resource, with a focus on practical examples. 

Explanation: moderator presents the introduction slides part of the ILUCIDARE coaching session and 
training modules (D3.7). 

15’-35’ Current state – Experience map/journey in small groups 

Goal: Within this exercise the participants make a journey/experience map. This is a visualisation of 
how a user experiences a product/service/process in time through different touchpoints. The 
experience map will focus on the different steps in heritage-led innovations, from the beginning of an 
idea or project until the end of a project or a go-to-market. In this first exercise the participants will 
work together in smaller groups to make an individual user journey. 

Explanation to participants: In this co-creation atelier we would like to have more information on 
current heritage led innovation project and processes. In order to do this, we want to make a journey 
together with all of you to determine the different steps in heritage as a resource projects and to 
identify positive aspects and negative aspects or frustrations in these projects. In the first step I would 
like you to think in groups of ca. two on the big steps that are taken in projects related to heritage as a 
resource. When you’ve defined the key steps, you have to draw an experience line for each step, for 
example is this line is above the arrow it means it was a positive experience, if the line is deep below 
the arrow, this steps has some negative experiences. When you have done this, we want you to 
describe all the ups and downs in the process. You get 20’ to do this per two. After 20 minutes, we will 
discuss the timelines you’ve made. 

Results: 
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Smaller group brainstorm with a focus on the importance of local groups and communities in the 
place where the upscaling project will take place 

identified steps 
1. Review of sources 
2. Local players or stakeholders  
3. Specific partners identification  
4. Engine group creation  
5. Establishment of agreements  

main challenges encountered 
The main challenge identified was the appropriation of local communities in projects coming from 
outside. When they are not engaged, the continuity of projects in affected. 

 
Smaller group brainstorm with a focus on the logistic and practical things to develop an upscaling 

project 
identified steps 

1. Definition of objectives  
2. Find the funding  
3. Active participation and implementation of duties  
4. Plan logistics  
5. Design a test phase 
6. Feedback loop  
7. Real project launching 
8. Build a database  
9. Scale-up  

main challenges encountered 
The main challenge identified was the implementation phase of the contract. The establishment of 
the objective is crucial. It has been suggested to differentiate the needs before going to the place 
and also in the later stage. The capacities do not stay in the country once the project is finished. 
There are difficulties when not understanding the values embedded and only looking at the physical 
matters that can be intervened with a given budget. 

 
Smaller group brainstorm with a focus on the importance of institutionalising and the role of 

governance, as well as the need for measuring impact 
identified steps 

1. Institutions involved are relevant 
2. Research and selection  
3. Absorb capacities at the local level  
4. Visual impacts 
5. Monitor and validate  

main challenges encountered 
When projects are evaluated in the short-term, they cannot be sustained in time. Assessments need 
to be done in the long-term. 

 
Smaller group brainstorm started from a case study of science diplomacy between Europe and 

South-America 
identified steps 

1. Local and spread the network 
2. Feedback from living labs 
3. Formal process that remain open for being increased in later steps  
4. Test running of the tools developed and implement in other locations  
5. EU learns (two-way learning process) 

main challenges encountered 
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Challenges were identified when looking at the learnings both from EU and local projects. 

This group stressed the need of a measurement (self-assessment) during the different steps. They 
are aware of bias that can take place at the setup of the project. They also consider that the first step 
should be to know what the needs of the project are.  

Another point raised were “ego” issues at the real beginning, in the relation of innovation and 
diplomacy: ego from the donor, the impression is that the donor country has its interest to be 
visualised. 

 
Smaller group brainstorm with a focus on networking to find the needs before running the process 

(step 1) with people 
identified steps 

1. Defining the goal and impact  
2. An approach through the questions What, why, how 
3. Convincing local political decision-makers and their agreement with local partners  

main challenges encountered 
What was discussed is the ownership of the implementation which needed to have a constant 
interaction, so it is clear who owns what. Also, mentoring at the beginning of the testing so that locals 
can be involved. Transparency throughout the project is definitely a constant need. 

 

35’-60’ Making a shared current state timeline 

Goal: Now that all the participants have made an individual timeline, we want to bring the information 
together in one timeline, based on the individual inputs.  

Explanation to participants: The moderator listens to all the inputs and combines it into one timeline. 
This consolidation can be done on a big flip chart paper. The moderator starts at the starting point at 
each timeline and via discussion the key steps are consolidated in one. In the end, the moderator 
discussed all the positive and negative aspects the participant mentioned in their individual timeline. 

60’-80’ Future state – thinking of solutions 

Goal: In this exercise we want to think about the negative experiences on the timeline and think about 
possible solutions based on for example best practices by having a group discussion. 

Explanation to participants: Together we created this timeline in which negative experiences for 
creating heritage as a resource innovations are mapped. In the coming 20’ we want to dig deeper in 
possible solutions for these negative experiences. 

 How can we ensure that heritage-led international relation building projects become more 
successful? 

 Which are the biggest negative aspects you want to find solutions for? 

 If relevant: How can we optimize that heritage-led international relation building initiatives are 
centred on the needs of local communities? 

 If relevant: How can we ensure long-term sustainability of heritage-led international relation 
building? 

Results: 

Information contained in individual timelines was brought together in one timeline. Then, the group 
discussed all the positive and negative aspects of their individual timeline. 

Merged steps into a shared timeline for groups in 1st round  
identified steps 

Before going on-site  
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1. PESTEL (review of sources) 
2. Definition of project objective  
3. Definition of local players or stakeholders 
4. Find the funding 
5. Specific partners identification (“engine group creation”, ownership transfer) active 

participation and implementation of duties. Meeting specific groups: pubic, academic, 
NGOs, Business  
 

Once on-site  

1. Establishment of agreements (TOR, roles and responsibilities, agreements signing) 
2. Planning of logistics and prepare guide 
3. Design a test phase (absorbed capacity) 
4. Feedback loop plus improvement (visual impact) 
5. Launch of real project (monitor and validate) 
6. Building of a database 
7. Scale-up for wider diplomatic results 

experience map  

 
Figure: work in progress – what are the different steps in activating heritage as a resource in an international 

context?   

 

Merged steps into a shared timeline for groups in 2nd round  
identified steps 

Two stages are perceived: the first the preparation of a project and the development of a networking 
to run the project. However, sometimes once the first test is implemented, the networking becomes 
more interesting because people have seen some preliminary results.  

Preparation phase 

1. Project initiation (Aware of bias and ego issues) 
2. Consensus between partners (pre-research) 
3. What are the needs (Why the cooperation is needed)?, institutional collaboration  
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4. Definition of project (creation of tools for management) 
5. International experts visit 
6. Joint team local and foreigner  
7. Find the funding  
8. Both sides open for changes  
9. Testing tools 
10. Form close relations with communities (small communities well organized) 
11. Legal, economic, political and participants awareness  

 

Development phase 

1. Apply lessons learned in test territories to large cities 
2. Donor recognition 
3. Processes created remain open  
4. Evaluation and validation 
5. Share learning 
6. Results shared for education 
7. Celebration 

experience map 

 
Figure: work in progress – what are the different steps in activating heritage as a resource in an international 

context?   

 
Common identified challenges  

 Ego needs to be worked at donor level 
 Agreements depend on the type of actors 
 Identify the aims is easy depending on what the previous research was about  
 Institutional collaboration needs to be done  
 Economic problems can be identified  
 Political constrains  
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 Lack of awareness and responsibilities at local level 
 When a new technology is introduced it is difficult to measure the effectiveness of the 

results, there is not contingency  
 Monitoring if there is a recognition of the donors (back to ego issues) 
 Intangible outputs are more difficult to measure, people need to be asked.  

Common identified solutions  
 (Hi)Story telling  
 Reporting externalities that happen while the development of the process (monitor for 

example the educational opportunities) 
 In post projects the monitoring and sharing failures with other competitors 
 Think more toward the long term. A sustainable business plans. 
 The sustainability of the project through stakeholder’s involvement.  
 New narratives, not telling that a building will be restored but that we are doing something 

to improve the economy, so that we can compete with other sectors 
Common points and conclusion identified during the plenary discussions  

 Innovation is about including local actors from the beginning, taking into account each 
context.  

 It is very useful to map the actors.  
 It is necessary to be careful with the particular interests of each actor within international 

cooperation in order to avoid reproducing power relations (neo-colonial). The latter refers 
to the egos of the people or institutions that finance the projects, as a self-awareness of 
the donor. 

 Including local actors allows them to take ownership of the project and the results of the 
project to have continuity once the project is finished. This factor is important because it 
reinforces the sustainability of the projects.  

 Examples of projects that were implemented without local actors and did not have long-
term results since there was no local group to give them continuity. 

 It is needed to break that paternalistic relationship between the donor and receivers. 
 

In a timeline there are similar ways of setting up international projects considering groups of people 
and logistics involved. However, there are preliminary activities identified as crucial such as 
networking and the recognition of ego (from the donor) which would imply a kind of self-assessment 
as part of a first phase. In a preliminary stage, there is already experience on collecting information 
from third countries where the projects will take place but once on-site, the further you go there are 
more difficulties to implement the project specially when understanding the connection between 
the international donor and receiver (the local needs). Normally in what we still fail is in finding and 
involving local innovative forces to guarantee the sustainability of the project. What seems to be 
necessary is to run a first test to show preliminary results and involved more local stakeholders. 
Rethink the role of technicians and experts in relation with the communities to keep a low profile and 
promote more local leaderships. Even though monitoring is a cross-process, we must keep in mind 
that we are working with open social systems and that could bring external and unpredicted outputs 
that also need to be included in the analysis as learning and new challenges. 

80’-90’ Wrap-up 

Goal: Thank participants, explain what will happen with the results and go to conclusions. 

Explanation to participants: The co-creation workshop is almost finished, we already would like to 
thank you for your interesting input and feedback. As a final conclusion, we would like to hear your main 
take-away from this co-creation workshop. However, each take-away can only be mentioned once. 

Results: 

 Recognition of similar ego problems in different contexts 
 The level of satisfaction when assessing a project is new  
 When there is money coming from both sides it is more interesting  
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 Issues with the recognition of donors 
 Externalities  
 Monitoring from the beginning  

6. Co-creation atelier heritage-led diplomacy 

INTRODUCTION 

This Co-Creation Atelier focusses solely on HLD, and specifically on the relative value created by 
entities acting together (cross-synergies) relative to acting separately:  

 

Main research question  

Cross synergy between international and EU policy – How to integrate between EU policy and other 
organization?  

14h00 – 15h30 1st round 16h00 – 17h30  2nd round 

Moderator Elisabetta Airaghi  (ILUCIDARE | KEA) 

Rapporteur Joshua Davis (ILUCIDARE | KU 
Leuven), Cristina Clopot (ECHOES | University of 
Hull), Helena Haugli 

Moderator Clémentine Daubeuf (ILUCIDARE | 
KEA) 

Rapporteur Joshua Davis (ILUCIDARE | KU 
Leuven), Cristina Clopot (ECHOES | University of 
Hull), Helena Haugli 

REPORT ON CO-CREATION ATELIER FLOW  

0’-10’ Introduction – ice-breaker 

Goal: participants can introduce themselves so that everyone gets to know each other. 

Explanation to participants: To begin this co-creation session, we start with an ice-breaker.  

 Icebreaker 1 (14u00) - Explanation: To begin this co-creation session, we start with an ice-
breaker. Think of your favourite heritage and introduce yourself based on this heritage, by for 
example linking characteristics of this heritage to things you like or by making analogies. Each 
of you gets 30 seconds to introduce yourself. 

 Icebreaker 2 (16u00) – Explanation: To begin this co-creation session, we start with an ice-
breaker. We will give you one minute in order to get to know your neighbour. After this minute, 
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you’ll each get 30 second to introduce you neighbour, including his name, organization and 
hobby. 

10’-15’ Explanation heritage as a resource (cultural and creative industries, intangible services) 

Goal: make the participants familiar to heritage as a resource, with a focus on practical examples. 

Explanation to participants: moderator presents the introduction slides part of the ILUCIDARE 
coaching session and training modules (D3.7). 

20’-40’ Defining touchpoints of experience map of cross-synergy within HLD initiative  

Goal: within this first exercise the participants need to think of an existing or imaginary HLD initiative 
in which EU policy and other international organizations worked together successfully. For these 
initiatives the participants first ideate individually about the different steps for 5’, after this individual 
exercise the moderator will bring the individual steps together to create one general timeline of 5-8 
steps. It could be interesting for the moderator to think in advance on possible steps, this will make it 
easier to generate the general timeline (eg. Interest to set up diplomatic initiative; Set up cooperation 
agreement; Act; Evaluate; Follow-up,...). The output of this exercise should be that the moderator have 
written down 5-8 general steps on the big experience map template (see below). 

Explanation to participants: The goal of this co-creation session is to think of how we can stimulate 
cross synergies in heritage led diplomatic initiatives. In order to do so, we are going to make an 
experience map of how, in a perfect/ideal world such an initiative looks like. After that we will map this 
ideal situation with the current situation to see which action points can be taken to improve these cross 
synergies. As a first step, I want you to think individually of how a cooperation between European Union 
(EU-policy) and other organizations should look like in the perfect/ideal world. The goal is that you write 
down 5-8 steps that should be taken from the start until the end of the diplomatic initiative. You’ve 5 
minutes to write down these steps on individual post-its (write down one step on one post-it). After 
these 5’ we will bring your different steps together in order to create one timeline. After 5’: you’ve all 
written down 5-8 steps of how a heritage-led diplomacy initiative with cross-synergies between 
different organizations should look like in an ideal/perfect world. The goal is to create a shared process 
with 5-8 steps. Please tell me the first steps you want to take in an ideal world. 

Results:  

Results of 1st round group on jointly identified touchpoints for cross-synergy project 
experience map 

 
Figure: work in progress – pros and cons of cross-synergy projects?   

1 - Have a mandate and a shared objective 
 Assess whether or not it is an emergency situation or a long-term situation 
 The European Union must understand that cultural heritage is a valuable tool 
 Define the needs of the initiative 
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 Contextual analysis related to the field of intervention 
 Define the roles for the different NGOs so that there is no multiple initiatives that are 

contradictory, simultaneous and competing with each other 
 There is a problem in which there is no coordination – actors thinking about different ideas – 

someone must take leadership 
 Someone needs to take leadership – governments generally divert to UNESCO to provide that 

leadership role 
 UNESCO has a possibility to take leadership, coordinate and set agendas 
 Configuration is important 
 UNESCO does have NGOs that are accredited to it 
 ICOMOS is important 
 The important question – who sets the agenda 
 When there is an intergovernmental level, actors must be publicly mute in their criticism 
 The UNESCO Convention provides aspirations for NGO actions 
 NGOs do get involved in their own initiatives because they are not involved in the first place 

2 - Clearly define the objectives of the initiative 
 Jointly defining objectives is essential 
 Must find a balance between the top-down and the bottom-up approach 
 A coalition must be found between international NGOs/civil society actors and the local 

NGOS/civil society actors 
 Avoid too much of a top-down approach 
 BUT – problem in which there is an emergency – necessary to have a top-down approach in 

order to quicken action 
 Stakeholder approach 
 Build consensus – hold a vote for action 

3 - Draft program for the initiative 
 A draft program for action is essential 
 A draft project is necessary 

4 - Have a plan of action with timelines and budgets 
 A meeting of experts can occur once there is a consensus on action being necessary 
 Assessment by experts of what is the actual problem 

5 - Draft a mandate & shared visions 
 Necessary to create platforms for planning and implementation 
 Have a steering committee to ensure that the direction of the project is driven in its defined 

direction 
 Create a framework for implementing everything else 
 Actions must be defined and implemented 

6 - Monitoring, controlling & assessment mechanisms nominated 
 Monitoring – transferring knowledge sharing and capacity building 
 Testing, piloting and implementing the initiative 

7 - Cross synergies 
 Synergies explored 
 Scaling up of the project 

 
Results of 2nd round group on jointly identified touchpoints for cross-synergy project 

experience map 
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Figure: work in progress – how to set-up cross-synergy projects? 

1 - Needs assessment of the initiative 
 Co-development of agendas 
 Knowledge exchange 
 Co-writing of history at the colonial level between actors and entities 
 Shift finding away from built heritage towards other forms of cultural heritage 
 Engage, listen, include and involve the world beyond Western Europe 
 Focus on cultural relations 
 View cultural heritage as a tool in cultural relations 
 Developing a critical mind-set 
 Investigate power relations and the exchange of views 

2 / 3 -  Conceptualising the project in concrete terms / Training skilled labour 
 Project management with specific skills for the nature of the project are necessary and must 

be catered for 
 Having civil society actors and other actors, e.g. EUNIC acting for heritage-led diplomacy 

independently of the EU, but having a shared vision for heritage-led diplomacy with the EU 
 The Commission has a very low vision of providing funding for certain countries in which it is 

perceived that corruption is high 
 Is the entity in front of you able to deliver? 
 Make sure that all human resources are aware of the vision and scope of the initiative 

4 - Finding common spaces and consensus building for action 
 Create the right connections outside of the management project 
 Leave space open for unforeseen problems and changes 

5 - Creating trusted relationships 
 Have a network of trusted partners 
 Prove benefits of the action 
 Ensure that the vision is shared 
 Ensure that a positive legacy is left in the relationship in order to ensure sustainability 
 Prove the benefits of action 

6 - Follow-up, monitoring and evaluation 
 Have follow-up for the projects concerned 
 Have proper monitoring and evaluation mechanisms for action 

7 - End narrative – results 
 Rewriting the narrative – is a hostile narrative which follows? Or is a cooperative narrative 

which follows? 

40’-55’ – Mapping current state 

Goal to participants: Within the next step the participants work together in groups of two and for each 
step they identify satisfying and unsatisfying experiences they encounter with current diplomatic 
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initiatives in which several (international) organizations work together. They do it by writing these 
experiences on green and pink post-its. They can immediately stick their post-it’s on the A2+ paper 
under the matching step, so that the moderator can already read the post-it’s and cluster the 
experiences. The goal of this step is not to focus in detail on the negative experiences (eg. Who is 
responsible,...), but to gather these negative experiences for the next step. Therefore the individual 
post-it’s are not discussed in group, but the moderator briefly explains them. 

Explanation to participants: In this co-creation we would like to have more information on current 
heritage led diplomacy initiatives in which several international organisations work together. In the 
previous exercise we defined 5-8 key steps. The goal is that you make groups of 2-3 participants and 
that you think of positive and negative experiences you’ve encountered during these different steps. 
You can write positive experiences on green post-its and negative experiences on red post-it’s and 
immediately stick your post-it’s on the experience map. Please write the experiences as clear as 
possible, so that I can group these experiences. You’ve got 10’ to think of these experiences. Afterwards 
I’ll guide you through you experiences. 

Results: 

Enablers / satisfaction in HLD and cross-synergy initiatives 
 Quasi-diplomatic bodies such as The Council of Europe and the Organisation of American 

States operate as effective co-convenors, despite their diminishing status 
 The Council of Europe is a quasi- diplomatic normative organisation – useful for norm 

entrepreneurship 
 State-led heritage-led diplomacy permits greater coordination between NGOs and less 

overlap between different actions 
 State organisations are able to take the lead in the projects 
 It is interesting to think about what success really is. Is it successful because the objectives 

were realised? Or by the reaction of the receivers? Or by the benefit given to the EU by the 
initiative? Or by the perception and reputation that the receiver country gets of the EU as a 
result of the initiative? 

 Importance of improving relationship and perception 
 Understanding and having a cultural awareness for the other – e.g. European Days in 

Palestine help to raise awareness of heritage – both European and Palestinian 
 More initiatives are starting to address the negative aspects of the legacies of heritage, e.g. 

colonialism 
 Increased mediating between the different approaches 
 Possibility of becoming comfortable with regards to a certain type of heritage 
 Possibility of constructing new narratives in heritage 
 Awareness of negative heritage, e.g. those associated with slavery 
 Increased will for action from civil society partners – especially with digital tools – increased 

interest from actors and increased awareness of the potential for digital tools in heritage 
Barriers / dissatisfaction in HLD and cross-synergy initiatives 

 A problem – the government that is inviting the action does not have the capacity to carry out 
the above steps 

 The government that is inviting invites UNESCO due to its clout and prestige 
 UNESCO invites its affiliated and accredited NGOs 
 Other NGOs overlooked by UNESCO tend to act unilaterally 
 Local process to organise the voice of NGOs not on location 
 Political fragmentation between donors 
 Difficulties in finding a common framework 
 Problems pertaining to insufficient human resources 
 Problems of funding – e.g.: EU funding the resources for an initiative but not the coordination 

– plenty of hardware but poor coordination 
 The Council of Europe does not have appropriate funding – it is receiving money from 

UNESCO 
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 Problems of tender process – finding an appropriate call it is very difficult (not easy access), 
following the tender process is time-consuming and an administrative burden 

 Problems for organisations in engaging in the tender process  
 Necessary to find local organisations – problem in finding local organisations that have the 

capacity to act to the standards of the external organisation 
 Problem of lack of political engagement and lack of political will in the negotiations for the 

heritage-led initiative 
 Extensive failures of recognition of certain sites by UNESCO due to long delays – delays and 

rejections see protections diminish extensively 
 Government and corporate intervention that hinders heritage-led diplomacy initiatives – 

corruption and interference with revenue streams 
 Certain participatory processes are not well trusted 
 Define the word participation for real 
 Facilitators of the heritage-led diplomatic initiatives often do not belong to the community 
 Some who are in the project become mute to further engagement 

55’-80’ – Generating ideas to stimulate cross-synergies 

Goal: In this final step we want the participants to think of possible solutions or ideas to stimulate 
cross-synergies, based on the negative experiences. The groups write down their ideas/solutions on 
blue post-its and stick them directly on the pink post-it to which it relates. After the brainstorming the 
different ideas can be discussed. The focus of this exercise is in finding solutions, not on discussing 
about the problem. 

Explanation to participants: In the final phase you will work together in groups of 2/3 and think of 
possible ideas, action points or solutions that could improve a pink post-it. You can write these 
ideas/solutions on blue post-its and stick them on a pink post-it. You get 10’ to think about these 
solutions. After that each group can pick their most interesting/inspirational idea and this idea will be 
discussed in group. 

Results: 

 Governance models – guaranteeing of actions -meets challenges of local partners not being 
trusted enough 

 Refine the participatory model – make it less top-down and more bottom-up 

 More flexibility on funding and models for funding, e.g. actors too narrowly defining the vision 
and scope of a project 

 Possibility of shared heritage and bridging of cultures 

 Symbolic gestures, e.g.: Royal Visits, can have positive spill-over effects and create positive 
legacies as well as sustainability 

 Issue of projection – make it possible to discover further applications for heritage – update a 
memory for the future 

 Issue of integration of society 

 Problem of corporatism 

 Competing between donors 

 Have every project have a multi-donor, multi-lateral base – otherwise the most powerful 
and heavily resourced donor will set the agenda 

 Have a coordinating committee above the initiative at the level of the receiving country– 
ensuring that external actors don’t just pick off what they want 

 Looking at the example of the GAVI Organisation for immunisations – created a secretariat and 
governing body for the coordination of projects 
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 Look at creating a marketplace that is not polarised by politics 

 When the EU is working outside the European Union then it must effectively determine where 
the priorities are put 

 Must think about how those projects are used and the manner in which they occur 

 When an NGO is spending US money, then it is with an US Government flag 

 The EU is operating differently – it funds NGOs to promote a set of values beyond Europe 

 Remember that the EU is about being a set of values 

 It is about us going outside of Europe’s borders and diplomacy being promoted beyond Europe 
through this 

 The EU’s visibility is poor with its donations compared to other donors such as the US and the 
Chinese 

 The branding of donors is part of corporatism 

 It is necessary to have joint assessments, programming and execution 

80’-90’ Wrap-up 

Goal: Thank participants, explain what will happen with the results and go to conclusions 

Explanation to participants: The co-creation workshop is almost finished, we already would like to 
thank you for your interesting input and feedback. As a final conclusion, we would like to hear your main 
take-away from this co-creation workshop. However, each take-away can only be mentioned once. 

Results: 

 Necessary to have multi-donor planning systems 
 Projects should be executed in three phases: 

 1 - Drafting and planning 
 2 – Networking phase 
 3 – Execution phase – having an exit strategy – what does the end of the initiative look 

like? 
 It is necessary to create capacity in order to have proper synergies – if you are going to spend 

millions on hardware and resources for an initiative, you must also fund full-time appropriately 
qualified and experienced project fund managers, accountants, human resource managers etc. 

 Effective cross-synergies require budgets for good administration in order to ensure proper 
capacity of coordination, efficiency, effective results achieved and sustainability of the 
project. 

 Something which we didn’t explore here but was in the discussion – we sometimes impose 
things on people by definitions (e.g.: tangible & intangible), and this causes problems 

 E.g.: UAE Kuwait pearl diving singing for assistants for timing defined as a ritual caused 
confusion 

 Must engage better locally with definitions 
 Issue of contested heritage – do we destroy bad heritage, do we leave it, or do we transform it? 

E.g.: Soviet heritage in Eastern Europe 
 Issue of Faro Convention – asking to take ownership of heritage and protect it – problem in 

which countries which are former colonies or conquered territories not wanting to participate 
in such a process 

 Innovation in diplomacy – it is required by the European Union to create internal innovation – 
change starts within. 
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7. Wrap-up of the Focus Groups and the Co-creation Ateliers 

On 19 November 2019, several Focus Groups and Co-Creation Ateliers were organised in Les Ateliers 
des Tanneurs in Brussels. These events were co-organised by ILUCIDARE lead partner KU Leuven, IMEC 
(SMIT - Studies in Media, Innovation & Technology and imec.livinglabs) and KEA. The overall aim of 
these events  was to further develop and co-create our knowledge on heritage-led innovation and how 
it can contribute to better international relations.  

Based on the working definitions on heritage-led innovation and international relations, the main gaps 
in the evidence research, as well as the need to develop these scientific result into operational end 
usable handbook with well-defined barriers and enablers for implementing such projects the partners 
decided to subdivide the events into 2 Focus Groups and 8 Co-Creation Ateliers. 

The design and implementation of the Focus Groups and the Co-creation Ateliers was based on two 
main sources, the User Innovation Toolbox, which is part of the methodological approach of 
imec.livinglabs and the ILUCIDARE Co-creation and Capacity Building Toolkit. 

The 2 Focus Groups resulted in the following findings: 

1\ Heritage-led innovation 

Next to the main outcomes on legal environment (risk & opportunity), cooperation mechanisms, 
evidencing impact (short and long-term) and the importance of identifying end-users, the participants 
stressed: 

 We have to work with different fields to find common problems and common solutions – 
Interdisciplinary: how we have to find relationships to solve our problems 

 The matrix applied in the Focus Group is a very useful tool: it is interesting to see many of my ideas 
reorganised, it helps to organise my head. Every idea has many views. 

 The Focus group was a great experience to sit with so many experts in the field and to hear these 
common problems: questioning big problems in heritage even in a small company works! 

2\ Heritage-led international relations and cross-synergies 

Next to the main outcomes on Enablers (basis / environment / triggers, principles of action, means of 
action) and Barriers (conceptual / intangible barriers, stakeholders, operational barriers) the 
participants stressed: 

 This Focus Group helped to see that participants are not the only ones experiencing these 
barriers 

 This Focus Group is a successful format, everyone participated instead of one-way 
communication. Helpful to downscale international relations to a participatory level 

 This Focus Group was helpful to think about international relations as a methodology – applicable 
at local, national and international levels 

The 8 Co-Creation Ateliers resulted in the following findings: 

1\ Heritage-led innovation - cultural and creative industries  

Next to experience maps which codify satisfaction and dissatisfaction in heritage-led innovation 
initiatives, the participants found that: 

 It is difficult to bring innovation and heritage together, it entails a very difficult area of 
investigation (processes, products…) 

 Multidisciplinarity is difficult: innovation is very much context based, we need to think out of the 
box everywhere 

 Confirmation that each innovation process is unique, even if we share a common goal or topic. 
You have to go tailor-made everywhere 
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 Multidisciplinary stories and perspectives. We need more storytellers. 

2\ Heritage-led innovation - assimilation of innovation 

Next to shared timelines with different steps to apply existing innovations to heritage assets, the 
participants found that: 

 You need to reach young people through experiences  - but also, not to forget the older 
generations that use other media. Inter-generational exchange is key 

 We need good story tellers! You need to develop communication campaigns to show the value 
of traditional knowledge and heritage 

 There are different problems in different geographical regions (e.g. Europe and Latin-
American), but solutions can be similar, we can learn from each other, rather than spending 
resource son repeating the same steps 

3\ Combining heritage-led innovation and international relations 

Next to experience maps and step-by-step timelines of setting up heritage-led innovation projects in 
different countries, the participants found that: 

 It is important to monitor all you actions. You need to report externalities that happen during the 
development of your projects (monitor for example the educational opportunities) 

 Need for post project monitoring and sharing failures with other competitors 

 We need to understand the connection between the international donor and receiver (the local 
needs) 

 You will encounter ego problems in different contexts 

4\ Heritage-led international cross-synergies 

Next to experience maps on the relative value created by entities acting together (cross-synergies) 
instead of acting separately, the participants found that: 

 It is necessary to create capacity in order to have proper synergies, especially if you are going to 
spend millions on hardware and resources for an initiative 

 Effective cross-synergies require budgets for good administration  

 Asking to take ownership of heritage and protect it is a problem in which countries which are 
former colonies or conquered territories not wanting to participate in such a process 

 Before starting cross-synergies, some organisations and institutions should first innovate 
themselves – change starts within 
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CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED 

Wrap-up 

FGIs and CCAs conducted in Kraków and Brussels were part of the Stretch-Out the ILUCIDARE Network 
phase of the project. As such they, first of all, contributed to enlarging the ILUCIDARE Network by 
networking and cooperating with other relevant H2020 projects (REACH, ROCK, ECHOES, CLIC), 
stakeholders representing various PESTLE areas as well as the consortium itself and the Advisory 
Board. To an extent, this served also as a communication tool, promoting the project and its content 
to organisations and experts outside the very core level of the ILUCIDARE stakeholders.  

Second, through a carefully designed co-creation process Kraków and Brussels events contributed to 
collecting inputs and filling the knowledge gaps related to topics, trends, barriers and user-
preferences related to heritage-led innovation and diplomacy in Europe, both on the research and 
practice levels. Furthermore, discussions during the meetings constituted unique opportunities to 
share the progress of the ILUCIDARE project and review its results with external experts, shedding new 
light and inspiring new ideas to be implemented during the next phases of the project. Such peer review 
has an important potential to improve ILUCIDARE outputs. Engaging both the academic world and 
practitioners in the FGIs and CCAs served, last but not least, as a bridging tool between the theory-
oriented and practice-oriented parts of the ILUCIDARE project and facilitated implementation of user-
oriented work and in situ actions.  

An important issue which needs to be addressed is the very success of the FGIs and CCAs, especially 
in the light of the prospective reader of the present deliverable. What should certainly be 
acknowledged is a variety of tools and methods that have been applied throughout the preparation, 
carrying-out, and evaluation phases of the two events. Though the plural methodological approach 
initially appeared to be a challenge to the project participants (as some of them were un- or hardly 
familiar with specific approaches) it soon turned out to be highly beneficial for all parties who 
throughout the process have significantly expanded their capacities and skills (regardless of content-
related input). Interestingly, the two activities proved how widespread some of the methods (e.g. 
empathy map) are and how useful they may turn out to be in various contexts (professional, social, etc.). 
However, though methodological exuberance undoubtedly contributed to the successful completion 
of the phases’ objectives.  

The FGIs and CCAs have also been instrumental in drawing our attention to the principle of equal 
representation (age, gender, profession/expertise), benefits resulting from it, as well as the risk 
involved in not being able to reach all potential project beneficiaries. In case of some of the events 
organised within this phase it has been duly acknowledged that some groups have not been sufficiently 
represented (e.g. authorities, various political bodies) while others over-represented (particularly 
entrepreneurs representing creative industries). This might have affected the overall results of 
conducted activities and might have posed a threat to the correct articulation of the project’s end-
results (if the project’s development had not been monitored and rectified when the need for this 
occurred). 

Way forward 

The knowledge, as well as contacts, gathered during the meetings will be extensively used in the future 
deliverables and milestones of the project, including D2.3, D3.9. It will serve the capacity building 
development, designing academic level courses and MOOC and creating final ILUCIDARE products 
within WP 5 (a handbook, a toolbox, a starters kit, a road map).  
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ANNEX 

1. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS DURING FOCUS GROUPS AND CO-CREATION ATELIERS IN KRAKOW 

Name Surname Affiliation 
External experts 
Julia Fallon Europeana Foundation 
Alicja Grymek British Council Kraków 

Basia Janczak morf studio 

Ola Janus Centrum Cyfrowe  
Martin Kvietok Midland Adventure s.r.o. 
Ruxandra Lupu University of Leeds 
Joanna Pająk New Amsterdam 
Daniela Petrelli Sheffield Hallam 
Jermina Stanojev Uppsala University/ Cultural Diplomacy Platform 
Zuzanna Stańska MOISEUM 
H2020 Synergy projects 
Łukasz Bukowiecki Warsaw University, ECHOS project 
Miruna Draghia UrbaSofia, ROCK project 
Gábor Sonkoly Eötvös Loránd University, REACH project 
Advisory Board 
Hrvoje Potrebica University of Zagreb 
Consortium members 
Elisabetta Airaghi KEA 
Lorena Aldana Europa Nostra 
Stephen Battle WMF 
Elena Bianchi Europa Nostra 
Nol Binakaj CHWB 
Fausto Cardoso University of Cuenca 
Clémentine Daubeuf KEA 
Laurent  Levi-Strauss Europa Nostra 
Pablo  Longoria WMF 
Heritana Ranaivason IMEC 
Sall Shoshi CHWB 
Koen Van Balen KUL 
Aziliz Vandesande KUL 
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2. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS DURING FOCUS GROUPS AND CO-CREATION ATELIERS IN BRUSSLES 

Name Surname Affiliation 

External experts 
Sergiu  Ardelean Artivive 
José María Ballester Fundación Botín 
Andrea  Bartoli Farm Cultural Park 
Bonnie  Burnham Cultural Heritage Investment Alliance 
Kieran  McCarthy Cork City Council 
Bénédicte  de Montlaur World Monuments Fund 
Webber  Ndoro ICCROM 
Gaia  Redaelli PAX-Patios de la Axerquía 
Eduardo  Rojas University of Pennsylvania 
Anupama  Sekhar Director for Culture at Asia-Europe Foundation  
Anna Ståhlbröst Luleå University of Technology 
Kristijan  Šujević Nova Iskra 

Monica  Urian European Commission – Directorate General Education 
and Culture 

Minja Yang Association des Biens Francais du Patrimoine Mondial  
Advisory Board 
Sybilla  Britani EUNIC Global 
Cécile  Houpert Eurocities 
Theresa  Patricio ICOMOS 
H2020 Synergy projects 
Csilla  Ariese ECHOES / University of Amsterdam 
Christian  Ost CLIC / ICHEC Brussels Management School 
Ruba  Saleh CLIC / ICHEC Brussels Management School 
Consortium members 
Stephen  Battle World Monuments Fund 
Nol  Binakaj Cultural Heritage without Borders - Kosovo 
Fausto  Cardoso University of Cuenca 
Robert  Kusek International Cultural Centre 
Laurent  Levi-Strauss Europa Nostra 
Pablo Longoria World Monuments Fund 
Alessandra  Peruzetto World Monuments Fund 
Joanna  Sanetra-Szeliga International Cultural Centre 
Sali  Soshi Cultural Heritage without Borders - Kosovo 
Jan  Strycharz International Cultural Centre 
Koen  Van Balen KU Leuven 

 


